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A transition model (MOSAIC) is used to describe forest dynamics at the landscape 

scale. The model uses a semi-Markov framework by considering transition probabilities 

and Erlang distributed holding times in each transition. Parameters for the transition model 

are derived from a gap model (ZELIG). This procedure ensures conceptual consistency of 

the landscape model with the fine scale ecological detail represented by the forest gap 

model. Spatial heterogeneity in the transition model is driven by maps of terrain with 

characteristics contained in a Geographic Information System (GIS) database. The results 

of the transition model simulations, percent cover forest type maps, are exported to grid-

maps in the GIS. These cover type maps can be classified and used to describe forest 

dynamics using landscape statistics metrics. The linkage model-GIS enhances the 

transition model spatial analytical capabilities. A parameterization algorithm was 

developed that takes as input gap model tracer files which contain the percent occupation 

of each cover type through time. As output, the algorithm produces a file that contains the 

parameter values needed for MOSAIC for each one of the possible transitions. Parameters 

for the holding time distribution were found by calculating an empirical estimate of the 

cumulative probability function and using a non-linear least squares method to fit this 

estimate to an Erlang distribution. The algorithm provided good initial estimates of the 



transitions parameters that can be refined with few additional simulations. A method for 

deriving classification criteria to designate cover types is presented. The method uses 

cluster analysis to detect the number and type of forest classes and Classification and 

Regression Tree (CART) analysis to explain the forest classes in term of stand attributes. 

This method provided a precise and objective approach for forest cover type definition and 

classification. The H.J. Andrews forest in Oregon was used to demonstrate the methods 

and procedures developed in this study. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Forest management has been traditionally based on methods developed at the level 

of individual trees or homogeneous stands. New approaches for ecosystem management, 

however, emphasize the need to additionally focus on the landscape scale (Thomas 1996). 

Scaling up from a fine level of ecological detail to the level of landscapes and regions is 

one of the central problems in landscape ecology and ecosystem management research 

(Christensen et al. 1996, Levin 1992). 

Scaling involves a tradeoff between resolution and spatial extent. Studies that 

focus on details do so over a small spatial extent while large-scale studies sacrifice detail 

to encompass coarse resolution patterns (King 1991). For example, forest "gap" models 

(e.g. Botkin et al. 1972) simulate the demographics of each tree in a small (<0.1 ha) model 

plot over the spatial extent of a forest stand (~10 ha). In comparison, landscape scale 

forestry models (e.g. Mladenoff et al. 1995, Pastor et al. 1993) can simulate succession in 

terms of transition among cover types, for example, by tracking the changes in forest 

cover using remote sensing maps over an area of hundreds of hectares. This trade-off can 

produce incompatibility across scales. Large and small scale studies may be based upon 

different conceptual models and different data sets producing very distinct simulation 
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models. When the predictions of these models diverge, it is difficult to determine which 

one of the them is correct. The models have so little in common that is difficult to 

compare them rigorously (Urban et al. 1996). 

This project attempts to bridge the conceptual breach between large and small 

scale forestry simulation models by developing an approach to scale a gap forest simulator 

to the landscape level by using a semi-markovian transition model. In this model, the 

landscape is represented as a collection of large cells. Each one of these cells is modeled as 

a mosaic of smaller, gap-size plots, and its state is given as the proportion of its total area 

in each of several cover types. Landscape dynamics are simulated as changing proportions 

of within-cell cover types. The transition model uses a semi-Markov framework by 

considering not only the transition probabilities among states, but also the holding times in 

each transition. The holding time densities are defined by an Erlang function. The 

probabilities of transition and the parameters of the density function are estimated from 

runs of a gap model. The transition model developed is called MOSAIC (Acevedo et al. 

1995a, 1995b and 1996) and the gap model used is a relief-explicit version of the ZELIG 

model, FACET (Urban et al. 1992, Urban 1993), which is in turn derived from the 

JABOWA-FORET simulators (Botkin et al. 1972). 

Objectives 

The main goal of this effort is to contribute to the development and 

parameterization of a semi-Markov transition model to simulate forest dynamics at the 

landscape scale. The parameters of the model are derived from a gap model. This 



approach ensures that conceptual consistency is kept with the fine scale ecological detail 

represented by the forest gap model. Specifically, the objectives of this project are: 

- Develop a set of programs and procedures to implement the 

transition model and to link its output with a Geographic 

Information System (GIS). 

- Develop a parameterization algorithm to derive the 

landscape model parameters based on the runs of the gap 

model across a set of terrain conditions. 

- Present alternative methods to define the transition model cover 

types. 

- Demonstrate a method to describe landscape dynamics using the 

transition model. 

- Illustrate the capabilities of this approach by applying it to the H. J. 

Andrews Experimental Forest in Oregon. 

Significance 

The approach for modeling forest dynamics in this project, a semi-Markov model 

that operates at a landscape scale, is the result of a linkage between two of the major 

modeling methods for describing forest dynamics: markovian or transition models and 

JABOWA-FORET simulators or gap models. This approach has several advantages that 



can be useful in the simulation of landscape dynamics and of species rich forests, as well as 

in designing management strategies. 

A transition model is defined in terms of a Markov chain with each state 

corresponding to a tree species or cover type. A forest plot undergoes transitions among 

different states according to a matrix of probabilities. These probabilities are defined from 

known relationships among the states, for example, as proportional change in forest cover 

type maps derived by remote sensing. 

Gap models simulate the establishment, growth and mortality of individual trees in 

a forest plot. Upon establishment, trees have the potential of achieving optimal growth. 

This growth potential is constrained based on the degree of competition for resources 

among trees and their tolerance to environmental conditions. Demographic parameters and 

environmental tolerances are based on life-history traits of the species. 

Both of these approaches in their typical formulations have important limitations 

for applications to landscape analysis due to the mathematical and computational 

difficulties induced by the increased number of species and model plots. Gap models 

typically operate on a small (<0.1 ha) model plot and are used to extrapolate tree level 

dynamics to a stand level (~10 ha) over successional time periods. The intensive 

computational requirements of this model make it very taxing to run the model over 

extensive areas under standard workstation computing platforms. Even when massive 

computer resources are available, the task of providing input and analyzing the results for 

the simulation of thousands of hectares of forest (several million trees) is overwhelming 

(Urban et al. 1996). 



The weakness and strengths of the use of Markov processes to model forest 

dynamics are extensively reviewed in the next chapter. Analysis of forest dynamics by 

means of markovian models have been accomplished for species poor forests or for cases 

when details about environmental conditions, demography and growth are not included. 

Parameters for transition models have been derived by measuring sapling composition in 

small gaps (Runkle 1981) or in the understory of canopy dominant trees (Horn 1975) and 

by assessing changes in forest cover composition using remote sensing (Hall 1991). The 

first of these methods has the disadvantage of being very site specific and requiring an 

intensive amount of field work to reliably estimate transition probabilities for a large 

region. The second method has the disadvantage of using the observed changes in the past 

to project the changes in the future. Under the current trends of anthropogenic driven 

global change, the factors that governed landscape change in the past are almost certainly 

not the same that will govern change in the future and models parameterized from 

landscape changes observed in the past are unlikely to provide reliable predictions of 

future change (Urban et al. 1996). 

The limitations of gap and Markov models for landscape analysis pointed out 

before are addressed in this project by several extensions in the basic transition model. The 

landscape is represented as a grid of large («1-10 ha) cells. The state variable of a 

landscape cell is a vector that summarizes the relative frequency of the finer-scale elements 

within it. A landscape cell is itself a grid, as simulated with a gap model. Each grid cell in 

the gap model is classified according to the most abundant species or cover type. The state 

variables of the model thus become the relative abundance of within-grid, gap-scale 



simulating landscape dynamics using the transition model. Hypothetical simulations are 

used to demonstrate the process of linking the model to a GIS. 

In chapter 3, the methodology described in chapter 1 is applied to describe the 

succesional dynamics of HJ. Andrews forest in the Oregon Cascades. Evaluation of the 

modeled landscape is done in terms of landscape pattern metrics. Statistics that measure 

landscape structure and composition are calculated using the FRAGSTATS package. 

(McGarigal et al. 1995). The potential of the model to answer management questions at 

the landscape level is presented. This chapter describes a more realistic example of the 

application of the transition model, highlighting some of the strengths of the approach as 

well as pointing to some of its challenges. Overcoming these difficulties is the subject 

matter of the next two chapters. 

Chapter 4 describes the algorithm to parameterize the transition model. This is 

needed for calibrating the model for the wide range of terrain conditions present in the 

landscape. The algorithm developed takes as an input tracer files that contain the 

percent occupation of each cover type through time in a single topographical facet of the 

terrain. As output, it produces a file that contains the parameters needed for MOSAIC: 

transition probabilities, fixed lags, order and rate of distributed delays for each one of the 

possible transitions. 

Chapter 5 returns to the issue of cover type definition, as applied to the H J. 

Andrews forest. Accurate definition of cover types is critical for model parameterization 

and verification. A multivariate statistical approach is used to uncover the structure of 

cover types in the landscape. 
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Finally, chapter 6 brings together the results of the previous chapters to provide a 

synthesis of this project. Main outcomes of this dissertation are discussed, as well as 

suggestions for future work in this area. 



CHAPTER 2 

TRANSITION AND GAP MODELS OF FOREST DYNAMICS 

Introduction 

This chapter describes a linkage between the two approaches most commonly used 

for modeling forest successional dynamics: markovian or transition models and JABOWA-

FORET simulators or gap models. The chapter summarizes the conceptual basis of this 

linkage as described in (Acevedo et al. 1995a). The linkage provides a methodology to 

scale-up from the gap level to the stand level, needed for applications requiring numerous 

simulations, as in landscape dynamics and analysis of management strategies. Forest cover 

types are defined by grouping tree species according to their functional role (e.g. 

regeneration and mortality), or their structural role (e.g. vertical position in the canopy), 

or a combination of both. 

Markovian models have simplified the effect of environmental conditions on 

demography and growth (e.g. Horn 1975; Runkle 1981; Usher 1992), whereas gap models 

have linked environmental parameters to demographics and growth using the multiplier 

approach (Botkin et al. 1972; Shugart and West 1977; Urban and Shugart 1992). Both 

approaches have faced limits for applications to landscape scale analysis due to the 

increased number of model plots. 
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The adequacy of using Markov models of succession have been extensively 

discussed (e. g. Weinstein and Shugart 1983; Leps 1988; Usher 1992). The limitations 

include: vegetation history cannot be described solely by the current state (e. g. Hulst 

1979b, 1980), time-variability of the transition matrix is difficult to model (e. g. Hulst 

1979b; Usher 1979; Hobbs and Legg 1983), and definition of discrete states in a 

continuum is arbitrary (Usher 1979, 1981, 1992). However, the predictive capabilities of 

Markov models are advantageous (e. g. Usher 1981; Hobbs and Legg 1983; Runkle 1981; 

Scanlan and Archer 1991; Pastor et al. 1993), the potential for expanding the state 

description to include environmental and other biotic factors can lead to ecosystem 

dynamics (e. g. Hulst 1980) and the theoretical apparatus of Markov processes for 

calculating stochastic dynamics could be better exploited (Usher 1992). 

This chapter describes how to include vegetation history by using a semi-Markov 

model, which makes the transitions dependent on the time spent in a given state (Howard 

1971). This type of formulation accounts for the dependency of the probability structure 

on age suggested as necessary by Hulst (1980) and Hobbs and Legg (1983). The semi-

Markov approach has been relatively less used in ecological modeling research than 

Markov processes; Marcus (1979) proposed its use for compartment models, Acevedo 

(1981a) used its correspondence to electrical networks for modeling forest successional 

dynamics, Moore (1990) used its discrete formulation to relate disturbance and 

management strategies of vegetation dynamics, and Matis et al. (1992) applied it to shrimp 

migration. 
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Modeling landscape-scale forest patterns can be simplified by aggregating species 

into cover types according to convenient criteria. For example, the simple classification 

according to their gap-requirement characteristics, as "pioneer" species and "climax" 

species (Acevedo 1980, 1981a, 1981b; Whitmore 1989; Swaine and Whitmore 1988). 

These classes have been the subject of much research and discussion (Brokaw 1982, 1985, 

1987; Hubbell and Foster 1986; Brokaw and Scheiner 1989) and allow a dynamic 

interpretation of the forest as an ever-changing mosaic of patches cycling through gap, 

building, and mature phases (Watt 1947, Oldeman 1978; Whitmore 1989; Whittaker and 

Levin 1977; Bormann and Likens 1979). Even though this classification may be simplistic 

(Barton 1984; Hubbell and Foster 1986; Denslow 1987; Lieberman et al. 1989; Brokaw 

and Scheiner 1989; Canham 1989; Smith et al. 1992), it allows for a practical modeling 

methodology able to answer questions related to the coarse scale dynamics of the forest 

mosaic. 

Other examples include: definition of cover-states according to successional status 

(Shugart et al. 1973); shade and drought tolerance (Smith and Huston 1989), life histoiy 

characteristics (Moore and Noble 1990) and patterns observed in FORET-type simulations 

(Shugart et al. 1981; Shugart 1984,1987). This last approach combines the gap-creating 

properties of trees with the gap-requiring properties to obtain four main groups of tree 

species. This scheme associates size with gap creation and is similar to the classification 

proposed by Swaine et al. (1988) for tropical forests. Shugart and Urban (1989) have used 

simulated forests with single species representing the four roles to infer typical patterns. 
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Transition models based on these four roles and its correspondence to gap simulators has 

been explored in detail by Acevedo et al (1996). 

In the following pages of this chapter, transition models using semi-markovian 

transitions among cover types are developed and parameterized. First, the conceptual basis 

of the approach is presented, emphasizing the semi-Markov transition model. Next, an 

example of state definition incorporating both species functional roles and canopy layers is 

developed. Thirdly, the method to parameterize the transition model from the gap model is 

described using four functional roles as an example. Lastly, the basis for simulating 

landscape dynamics using the transition model is described. The contents of this chapter 

are based on a paper by Acevedo et al. (1995a). 

Markov and semi-Markov Models 

A Markov chain describing the transitions of a forest plot among states, is used to 

establish a semi-Markov model which also considers the different longevities and growth 

rates of the tree species. A gap-size forest plot is assumed to make transitions among 

several states defined on the basis of dominance of one of the several cover types. These 

types can be species, functional roles, structural roles or a combination of both. Explicit 

consideration of the unoccupied gaps can be done very simply by defining them as another 

type. At time t, the total cover in a collection of n gap-size plots will be distributed among 

the N types according to proportions X/t) which should be approximately equal to the 

probabilities p/t) that a plot is occupied by cover type / at time t. 
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The Markov chain is given by a matrix P of transition probabilities. An entry p& of 

this matrix is associated with the transition from state j to state /. These probabilities are 

defined from known relationships among the cover types or from the output of gap 

simulators. Examples of these methods, using four functional roles to define the states, are 

described in Acevedo et al. (1996). However, a Markov chain M s to account for the time 

spent in a given state before making a transition, which is important given the different 

longevities and growth rates of the tree species. Therefore, a semi-Markov process is a 

more realistic model. 

The holding time densities h&% that is, the probability densities for the time spent 

in making the transition from type j to can be conveniently defined by a special case of 

the gamma density, the Erlang density (Lewis 1977, Acevedo 1981a, Hennesey 1980) 

hj/t) which has two parameters: aip and k0. The first one, atj is a first-order rate, and the 

second, ky is an integer representing the order of the function. For ktj> 1 the probability of 

making an instantaneous transition is zero. The mean and variance of this density are 

vrVK)2 (!) 

Statistics of interest, e.g. occupancy probabilities, entrance probabilities, transit time, etc. 

can be calculated from semi-Markov theory (e.g. Howard 1971) 

Note that for each transition, three parameter values are needed: the rate and order 

for each time lag, and one transition probability. Instead of specifying the rates, it is 

possible to specify the orders and the means of the lags, and then use equation (1) to 

compute the rates. A convenient approach for the simulation is to integrate numerically 
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the set of first order differential equations that emulate the Erlang function (Acevedo 

1981a). This equivalence has been referred to as the linear chain trick (McDonald 1978) 

or the catenary system (Hulst 1979a) or pseudo-compartments (Matis et al. 1992). The 

transition from state j to state i can be considered as a sequence of transitions among 

intermediate states, at the rate a .̂ The transition from the state j to the first intermediate 

state is affected by the probability p^. All the proportions in the intermediate states of this 

transition are assumed to add up to the total proportion of the state j undergoing that 

transition. Therefore, the sum over all the destination states i will give the total proportion 

in state j. 

For long holding times with low variance it is convenient to add a fixed time delay 

TtJ to the gamma distributed time delay to obtain the holding time density (Blythe et al. 

1984, Acevedo et al. 1996). The computer simulation is more complicated because it 

involves the numerical integration of a set of delay-differential equations. The mean 

holding time is the sum of the mean of the distributed delay and the fixed delay. Examples 

are given in Acevedo et al. (1996). 

Functional roles and canopy vertical structure 

The definition of cover type is sufficiently general to allow the inclusion of 

functional roles, vertical structure or other characteristics. For example, structural aspects 

can be used to characterize successional states in tropical forests (e. g. Lescure 1978, 

Tomlinson 1987). In this section the four functional roles mentioned in the introduction 

and a two layer canopy are combined to define the types. 
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The four functional roles are defined in the following manner (Shugart 1984,1987). 

Role 1: gap-creating and gap-requiring, shade-intolerant trees that can grow to a large 

size. Role 2: gap-creating and non-gap-requiring, shade-tolerant trees that can grow to a 

large size. Role 3: non-gap creating and gap-requiring, shade intolerant trees that grow to 

relatively small size. Role 4: non-gap-creating and non-gap-requiring, shade-tolerant trees 

that grow to relatively small size. Transition models based on these four roles and its 

correspondence to gap simulators have been explored in detail by Acevedo et al. (1996). 

Since roles 3 and 4 are considered to be low stature relative to role 1 and 2, it is 

convenient to assume a two layer structure, so that states of the model explicitly consider 

the relative proportions of mixed canopy. In fact, the presence of role 4 is underestimated 

when considering only one layer because these small trees can never dominate an intact 

forest. 

The states are composed of role / in the upper canopy and role j in the lower 

canopy. By combining the four roles, empty gaps and two canopy layers we obtain a total 

of 11 states as defined in Table 2-1. The valid transitions are derived assuming that trees 

can only be established in the understoiy and in empty positions created by mortality. The 

fall of large tress can create openings in both layers (from states 8,9,10 and 11 to state 1), 

but can also create openings in the overstory leaving already established shade tolerant 

trees in the understory (from states 8 and 10 to state 3; from states 9 and 11 to state 5). 
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State Overstory Understory 

1 gap gap 

2 gap role 1 

3 gap role 2 

4 gap role 3 

5 gap role 4 

6 role 1 gap 

7 role 2 gap 

8 role 1 role 2 

9 role 1 role 4 

10 role 2 role 2 

11 role 2 role 4 

Table 2-1 

Definition of feasible states in the two-layer, four-role transition model 

According to these assumptions the transition matrix (Equation 2) is derived as 

P= 

0 Pn Pn 1 1 Pl6 Pn Pis P\9 Pno Pin 

Pn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Psi 0 0 0 0 0 0 P3& 0 P310 0 

P41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

P 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 P 59 0 P 511 

0 P62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 Pn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 P$6 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 P$6 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 Pl07 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 Pin 0 0 0 0 

(2) 
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There are 24 transitions with non-zero probabilities and only 13 of these probabilities need 

to be specified. However, all 24 sets of delay parameters need to be estimated. The 

transition graph of this chain is shown in Figure 2-1. 

Q = state i 
x/x= overstory/understory 

Figure 2-1 
A Markov model of forest dynamics based on aggregation of species in four 

roles and a two-layer canopy. Sate numbers, as defined in Table 2-1, are 
enclosed in the circles; the transitions are shown in the transition matrix, Eq. 2. 
The two-layer canopy structure is shown on the side of each circle as: role in 

overstory/role in the understory 

Parameter values are obtained by grouping the transitions into: mortality, growth 

and establishment. Mortality transitions are those to states having gap in both layers, i.e. 

to state 1, pn, i=2,3,..,l 1; or those to states having gap in the overstory, i.e. states 3 and 5, 
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P3»P3JO>PS9>PSU• Growth transitions are from those states having role i in the understory to 

those states having the same role in the overstory, i.e. from states 2 and 3 to states 6 and 7 

respectively, p62, p73. Establishment transitions are those from states having gap in the 

understory, i.e. states 1,6 and 7,p2i,P3i>P4i>Psi> p8&P96>Pio7>Pu7- For the sake of illustration 

low mortality probabilities are selected for pu=0.1 for i=2,3,6,7,8,10; as well as for 

PsfPsu- The growth probabilities will then be forced top62
=P?3=0-9- A high value of 0.9 is 

selected forp19,pn,p38,p3i0• All establishment probabilities from states having roles 1 and 2 

in overstory (states 6 and 7) will be assumed to take the same value, therefore 

p86,p96=0A5 and Pi^PufOA 5. Establishment probabilities in gaps spanning both canopy 

layers (that is from state 1) are assumed to be high for shade intolerant trees (roles 1 and 

3),P21 ~P4i=0-45, and low for shade tolerant trees (roles 2 and 4), p31=p5i=0.05. 

Taking into account characteristics of the functional roles, the values listed in 

Table 2-2 are assumed for the means, orders and fixed latencies of the delays 

corresponding to these three processes. The rates are obtained using equation (1). The 

parameter values for all transitions are summarized in Table 2-3. A 500 years simulation 

with these parameter values, for an initial condition corresponding to all plots in state 1, 

yield results for the dynamics of all 11 states (see Acevedo et al. 1995a). 
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Establishment Growth Mortality 

m k T m k T m k T 

Role 1 3 2 2 

2 2 1 

3 2 2 

2 2 1 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

10 4 100 

10 4 100 

10 4 10 

10 4 100 

Role 2 

3 2 2 

2 2 1 

3 2 2 

2 2 1 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

10 4 100 

10 4 100 

10 4 10 

10 4 100 

Role 3 

3 2 2 

2 2 1 

3 2 2 

2 2 1 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

10 4 100 

10 4 100 

10 4 10 

10 4 100 Role 4 

3 2 2 

2 2 1 

3 2 2 

2 2 1 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

30 2 10 

10 4 100 

10 4 100 

10 4 10 

10 4 100 

Table 2-2 
Delay density parameters for the four-role two-layer model (m= mean in years, k= order, 

T=fixed latency in years). 

Mortality Growth Establishment 

Pa ntg kg T9 *J Pa 

1,2 0.1 10 4 100 6,2 0.9 30 2 10 2,1 0.45 3 

0.1 10 0.9 30 

0.1 10 

0.1 10 4 

0.1 10 10,7 0.45 2 

0.9 10 11,7 0.45 2 

1,10 0.1 10 4 

1,11 0.9 10 4 

0.9 10 

3,10 0.9 10 4 

0.1 10 

5,11 0.1 10 4 

Table 2-3 
Summary of parameter values for all transitions of the four-role, two-layer model. pif kSj 

are adimensional, 
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Parameterizing transition models from gap models 

This section demonstrates how to estimate the parameters of the semi-Markov 

model from runs of a gap model simulator using simple cover types. Counting the 

frequency of occurrence of each transition pair and its timing allows an estimation of the 

transition probabilities and the holding time densities. To illustrate this procedure the 

example developed in Acevedo et al. (1996) is summarized here. Four species were 

constructed in the gap model ZELIG (Urban and Shugart 1992) to represent the four 

contrasting functional roles defined in the previous section. The basal area dynamics 

exhibit a successional pattern over several hundred years. Role 3 asserts an early 

importance but quickly declines; role 1 reaches its greatest dominance in the first 100 

years, and role 2 increases steadily into the next centuries. Role 4 is the most common 

component of the understory in older stands, but does not have the stature to dominate the 

canopy. This difficulty could be removed by including a two-layer canopy as discussed in 

the previous section. 

Cover types were assigned to each plot by the role with the greatest basal area. A 

fifth state, open gap, was assigned to plots with less than 1 m2ha"1 basal area. Better 

schemes could be devised using, for example, cluster analysis as demonstrated by Usher 

(1981, 1992) and Leps (1987) and this will be explored in chapter 5. Using this simple 

classification, the relative abundance of the states shows a similar trend as the relative 

basal area per role. The notable exception to this is that role 4 rarely occurs because these 

trees, although common, are nearly always dominated by a roles 1 or 2 overstory. This 
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result indicates the convenience of a classification combining the roles and the vertical 

position in the canopy, as was done in the previous section. 

Plot transitions are tallied in the ZELIG runs by counting the cases when the plot 

changes from state / to state j, to generate a transition-count matrix for each time step. 

Results for 400 plots over 500 years of simulation with ZELIG were produced in this 

case. The transition graph corresponding to this structure can be seen in Figure 2-2, where 

only the most important transitions are shown. 

Figure 2-2 
Transitions structure for the model as extracted from ZELIG simulations. 

Cycles are contained in this structure. Only the major transitions are shown. 

The time course of the frequency of occurrence of a transition from state i to state 

jy allows estimation of the holding time density for the transition from i to j. Figure 2-3 
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illustrates some of these results. Fixed latencies can be extracted from these time traces 

and the estimated mean of the Erlang densities are obtained by subtracting the latency 

from the observed mean. For example, the holding time density for the transition from role 

3 to 1 can be estimated, using the corresponding time trace in Figure 2-3, to have the 

following values for the parameters: order k13=3, mean m13=50yrs, and fixed delay 

Tl3=30yrs. Following this procedure for all feasible transitions, the matrices of orders, 

means and lags are obtained. 

Holding time densities 
Tallied from ZELIG 

X/i 

I 

0.03 

0.02 

0.01 

20 30 
Time (decades) 

Figure 2-3 
Time traces of the holding time for the transitions from role 1 to role 2, from role 2 to role 

4, and from role 3 to role 1, as tallied from the ZELIG simulations. A 10-yr average is 
shown to display the main features of the density. 
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The transition matrix is adjusted together with the matrix of the means to fit the 

semi-Markov model simulation results to the ZELIG simulation results. Using this 

procedure, the following matrices of parameters are obtained 

k= 

0 5 5 0 0 

0 0 2 3 0 

0 2 0 3 5 

1 2 0 0 0 

0 0 5 0 0 

m-

0 260 400 0 0 

0 0 80 50 0 

0 80 0 40 30 

1 40 0 0 0 

0 0 300 0 0 

yrs (3) 

/= 

0 90 90 0 0 

0 0 0 30 0 

0 40 0 60 0 

2 0 0 0 0 

0 0 80 0 0 

yrs 

P= 

0.000 0.200 0.200 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.100 0.875 0.000 

0.000 0.700 0.000 0.125 1.000 

1.000 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.700 0.000 0.000 

(4) 
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Calculation of the transients by simulation exhibit the results shown in Figure 2-4 

together with the ZELIG simulation results. This example demonstrates the feasibility of 

calibrating the transition model from the ZELIG output. 

FACET — MOSAIC 
Fractions 

200 300 
Years 

400 500 

Figure 2-4 
Plot or patch-type dynamics of the four different roles (1, 2, 3, 4). Comparison of semi-

Markov simulations results (black lines) to ZELIG simulation results (gray lines) 
illustrating the adequacy of fitting the parameters of the semi-Markov model from the 

ZELIG simulation, performed for 400 plots and 500 yr. Typical succesional dynamics are 
exhibited by this simulation. G = gap 
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Application to Landscape Dynamics 

This section illustrates the use of transition models to analyze forest dynamics at 

the landscape scale following Acevedo et al. (1995b). The transition semi-Markovian 

model, hereafter referred to as MOSAIC, has probabilities, distributed lags and discrete 

time lags estimated from simulation runs of a gap model (ZELIG) at the plot scale as 

described in the previous section. This parameter estimation procedure assures consistency 

in the change of scale. Environmental factors are stored as Geographic Information 

System (GIS) files and transferred to MOSAIC to adjust the parameters for simulation; 

values for the states at each landscape cell are generated by MOSAIC and transferred to 

the GIS for display and analysis. The landscape is composed of a collection of a large 

number of cells. Each one of these cells is modeled as a mosaic of smaller, gap-scale, plots 

and its state is given as the proportion of its total area in each of several cover types. 

Landscape dynamics is simulated as changing proportions of within-cell cover types. The 

transition model is used to simulate landscape dynamics by repetitive calculations for each 

cell at each time step. 

Due to the Monte Carlo nature of gap-type simulators, their use for landscape 

applications require multiple runs for every plot constituting a cell, whereas the transition 

model only requires one run per cell when using the linear chain trick. For illustration, an 

area of 10 ha per cell, would require runs of a gap model for 100 plots of 0.1 ha each; 

which implies a reduction of approximately a factor of 100 when using the semi-Markov 

simulation. The MOSAIC prototype runs in the UNIX environment and is linked to a 

raster based GIS, such as GRASS (US Army Corps of Engineers 1991) and the GRID 
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module of ARC/INFO (ESRI1992). Model output files in ASCII are converted and 

imported to the GIS. Results are shown in Figure 2-5 for year 400 of one simulation run 

with random initial conditions. 
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Figure 2-5 
Homogeneous landscape dynamics simulation forest results for year 400 of one 

a C o T J " n r M , d ° m ^ C O n d a 0 m - F 0 U r reMve values are shown for 
hypothetical landscape of50 x 50 = 2500 cells. Darker cells indicate larger 

proportion of the corresponding role. 
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Computer resource utilization depends on the number of cover types, the order of 

the delays and the number of non-zero transition probabilities. For illustration of model 

performance, MOSAIC runs in about 20 minutes, occupying about 30 MB of memory, 

when executed in a SPARC 2 workstation with 32 MB memory and 38 MB swap, for a 

500 year simulation of a landscape of 10,000 ha, (1,000 cells of 10 ha each), for the 

parameter values used in the previous section. By contrast, a 500 year simulation run will 

take about 3 hrs for a small watershed (ca 50 ha) using the current version of ZELIG. 

Large number of cells would degrade MOSAIC'S performance due to increased swapping. 

The parametric dependence of successional models on environmental conditions 

are important for landscape applications (e. g. Weinstein et al. 1983; Shugart 1989; Urban 

et al. 1989). The interaction of these variables include slope/aspect effects on radiation; 

elevation effects on temperature and precipitation; and terrain effects on hydrology via 

topographic convergence. Terrain effects and environmental limiting factors are 

incorporated by assuming GIS layers containing these factors, for example: thermal effect 

(representing elevation and temperature), soil moisture (combining precipitation and 

topographical convergence), soil fertility (representing nutrient availability). There are 

different methods to extract the transition model parameters from these environmental 

conditions. In this section one possible method is illustrated. 

For every cell k,l three variables (which take relative values between 0 and 1) are 

stored as maps, TeKl, Shl and Fkl representing temperature, soil moisture and soil fertility, 

respectively. For each cover type i and every cell k,l the environmental limiting factors 

(relative values between 0 and 1) are calculated, taking into account the response of the 
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cover type to the limiting factor. A compound environmental limiting factor is then 

calculated for each role i and every cell k,l. For example, a simple assumption is that the 

composite factor is the product of these three factors. The resulting maps for each type i 

are then used to multiply every nominal or optimal rate a,, of the transition from state / to 

all other states j. This is done for every transition with a non-zero probability and for each 

cell every year. Expressions similar to those employed in gap models can be used as 

examples. A parabolic expression for the thermal limiting factor with maximum and 

minimum tolerances for each role /'; a square root expression for the soil moisture limiting 

factor parameterized by the maximum tolerable dryness for type /; and a quadratic 

expression for the soil fertility limiting factor with three parameters for each type i. A total 

of six parameters are then required for each type i to compute the terrain effects. 

As an illustration of the application of these ideas a hypothetical landscape was 

constructed with altitude controlling the thermal environmental factor. Soil moisture and 

fertility, as well as neighbor effects, are ignored in this example. Figure 2-6 illustrates the 

hypothetical thermal factor map which correspond to a Digital Elevation Model (DEM), 

with altitude ranging from 0 to 5 Km, covering 25,000 ha in 50 x 50 = 2,500 cells of 10 ha 

each. Assuming a linear lapse rate of 5°C/Km, hypothetical temperature values range from 

25°C at the lowest sites to 0°C at highest sites in steps of 5°C. All these values are 

hypothetical and used only for illustration. Five cover types are assumed, four functional 

roles and gap. The semi-Markov parameter values are the same derived in the previous 

section. The maximum and minimum thermal tolerances for the parabolic thermal response 

of each role are given in Table 2-4. Role 1 and 2 are assumed to have optimum growth at 
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warmer locations, whereas roles 3 and 4 are assumed to require lower temperatures. The 

simulation results after 500 years for all roles are shown in Figure 2-7 and illustrate the 

distribution of the roles according to their thermal response. 

Minimum 
(°C) 

Maximum 
(°C) 

Role 1 10 30 

Role 2 15 30 

Role 3 00 20 

Role 4 20 30 

Table 2-4 
Maximum and minimum temperature tolerances for the hypothetical parabolic thermal 

response of four roles. 

Figure 2-6 
A hypothetical thermal factor established to correspond 
to a DEM of 50 x 50 = 2500 cells of 10 ha each, with 

altitude values ranging from 0 to 5 km, and 
temperature values from 25°C to 0°C. 
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Cover Maps (%): Year Cover Maps (35): Year 500 
mm a • 

. I T Role 2 

Cover Maps (35): Year 500 E Cover Maps (35): Year 

IRole 4 

Figure 2-7 
Results of heterogeneous landscape dynamics simulation taking into account the 

environmental factor established in Figure 2-6. The response of the roles is illustrated 
for year 500. Darker cells indicate larger proportion of the corresponding role 
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Conclusions 

The linkage described in this chapter between the two most widely used modeling 

approaches to forest dynamics, transition markovian models and JABOWA-type 

simulators, has several advantages for landscape modeling. 

There are many ways of defining the states or cover types, and this definition is an 

important part of designing a transition model. Functional roles can be defined according 

to the requirement of canopy gaps for regeneration and the capacity for opening canopy 

gaps upon death. For consideration of structure, states can be defined as a combination of 

layer and role, yielding a more detailed and realistic model. The types analyzed in this 

chapter are easily characterized from the well studied JABOWA-type simulators, and have 

the advantage of being related to the dynamic concept of the forest cycle. However, other 

criteria need to be studied. The use of multivariate statistical methods to provide this 

criteria is explored in chapter 5. 

Forest dynamics cannot be modeled by the transition probability matrix alone; the 

time delays or holding times in the transitions are important in determining the stationary 

distribution, as well as the transients following a disturbance. Defining the delays as a 

chain of first order processes has the advantage of facilitating computer simulation, and of 

introducing intermediate states that could potentially be used as size classes. These age 

classes could be used to infer diameter (dbh) structure. Once the parameters of the 

transition model are obtained from detailed simulations using a JABOWA-type model, the 

transition model can be used to run a simplified simulation of the landscape dynamics. 
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The potential of the transition model to simulate landscape dynamics is enhanced 

by " -""g it with a GIS. Hie parameters, probabilities and delays, are made fiincttons of 

SOU moisture, slope, fertility, and other environmental conditions of each landscape cell. 

The approach presented here can play a role in understanding ecosystems 

dynamics at the landscape scale. Questions at this large-scale can be addressed by the 

transition model while maintaining a consistent conceptual and empirical basis with finer-

scale ecological detail through its correspondence with gap models. In the next chapter the 

ideas developed in this chapter are illustrated by modeling a more realistic example, the 

vegetation dynamics of a coniferous forest, H I. Andrews in Oregon. 



CHAPTER 3 

APPLICATIONS TO H.J. ANDREWS FOREST 

Introduction 

In the preceding chapter the conceptual bases of MOSAIC were developed, 

parameterization of the transition model from the gap model was described and the 

foundations for simulating landscape dynamics were presented. In this chapter, these 

concepts are used to modeling the forest dynamics of H.J. Andrews forest (HJA), a 

coniferous forest in the Oregon Cascade mountains. 

The H.J. Andrews forest is located in the western Cascade Range at around 44°N, 

122°W in the 6400 ha drainage basin of Lookout Creek, a tributary of Blue River and the 

McKenzie River. Elevation ranges from 410m to 1630m with the rugged mountainous 

landscape characteristic of the Pacific Northwest. Lower elevation forest are dominated by 

Douglas-fir, western hemlock and western redcedar. Upper elevation forest contain noble 

fir, Pacific silver fir, Douglas-fir and western hemlock. Before timber cutting began in 

1950 about 65% of the Andrews Forest was in old-growth forest (400-500 years old) and 

the remainder was largely in stands developed after wildfires in the mid-1800's to early 

1900's. Clearcutting and shelterwood cuttings over about 30% of the Andrews forest 

have created young plantation forest varying in composition, stocking level and age. 

33 
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(USDA Forest Service, 1988). The forest is one of the sites of the National Science 

Foundation (NSF) Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) program and as such has an 

extensive collection of long-term observations and research on basic environmental factors 

and vegetation development that make it a good site for development of the MOSAIC 

modeling approach. 

Several modeling efforts have dealt with the landscape dynamics of the Pacific 

Northwest forest that HJA represents (Franklin and Forman 1987, Bradshaw et al. 1995, 

Wallin et al. 1994; Wallin et al. 1996). Emphasis on these models has been on the 

landscape pattern created by forest cutting. Vegetation dynamic is simplified either by 

considering the landscape as a quilted patch of forest and non-forest classes (Bradshaw et 

al. 1995) or by simply indexing vegetation age since time of disturbance (Wallin et al. 

1994, Wallin et al. 1996). The approach developed here takes a more careful look at the 

vegetation dynamics, adding an important level of ecological detail to the understanding 

of the landscape dynamics of the area. 

In this chapter, MOSAIC is modified to take into account the characteristics of the 

terrain so that transition parameters are directly influenced by the topographic features of 

the landscape. A version of ZELIG, named FACET, is used which gives explicit 

consideration to elevation, slope and aspect. Parameter values for MOSAIC are obtained 

from runs of this model over a elevation transect. 

Finally, the model is used to describe the vegetation dynamics of HJA as a set of 

cover type maps at different resolutions. An example presented shows how the results of 

the model can be used to assess changes in landscape pattern through time using landscape 
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metrics. This chapter follows closely the approach developed in Acevedo et al. (1995a) 

and Ablan et al. (1996a,b). 

Cover Type Definition 

Three important species are considered in the model: Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga 

menziesii), Western Hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) and Pacific Silver fir or true fir (Abies 

amabilis). Cover types are generated by considering vertical position in the canopy and 

the age of the stand. Stand structure is a distinctive feature of different stages and age 

classes of the region (Cohen and Spies 1992). Table 3-1 shows the definition of states of 

the model. These types correspond to a classification based on remote sensing (Cohen and 

Spies 1992) except that the age class for Douglas fir was added and that mountain 

hemlock was excluded. 
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Number Description 

1 Gap 

2 Young even-aged Douglas-fir (less than 30 m height) 

3 Mature, even-aged Douglas-fir (more than 30 m height) 

4 "Old-growth" Douglas-fir in the upper story and western hemlock in the 
understory 

5 Young true (Pacific silver) fir (less than 30 m tall) 

6 Mature true (Pacific silver) fir (more than 30 m tall and has an 
understory) 

Table 3-1 
Cover Type Definition for H. J. Andrews Forest. 

Model Configuration and Parameterization 

The ZELIG model was modified to take into account aspect, slope and altitude. 

This modified version of ZELIG will be referred also as FACET in this and in the 

following chapters. FACET parameters used for each species are given in Table 3-2. 

Simulation runs were made on a transect from 500 m to 1600 m of altitude at 100 m 

intervals. Slope was set at 50% and aspect at 180° (south facing slopes). The results of 

the simulation runs of the gap model at these sites where then used to estimate the 

structure (Figure 3-1) and parameters of the transition model. 
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Spp. Am Dm Hm G F Tmin Tmax L M N SI Sds 

ABam 600 200 62.5 1250 1 118 1815 5 3 2 13.3 0 

PSme 1100 300 84.1 1700 1 441 2411 2 4 2 13.3 0 

TShe 500 225 63.6 1080 1 311 2480 5 3 2 13.3 0 

Legend: 
Spp = species, ABam = Abies amabilis, PSme = Pseudotsuga menziesii, TShe: 

Tsuga heterophylla. 
Am = maximum age (years) 
Dm = maximum dbh (cm) 
Hm = maximum height (m) 
G = growth rate (cm3 wood/m2 leaf) 
F = life form (generic types) 
Tmin = minimum temperature tolerance (growing degree days) 
Tmax = maximum temperature tolerance (growing degree days) 
L = shade tolerance (rank 1 to 5, l=very tolerant) 
M = maximum drought tolerance (rank, 1= very intolerant) 
N = nutrient response (rank 1 to 3, l=responsive) 
Sds = seedling establishment rate (rank) 
SI = number of viable sprouts after mortality 

Table 3-2 
FACET parameter values for the species considered in HJA. 
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2 = Young Douglas Fir 
4 = Mature Douglas Fir/ 

Hemlock 

5 = Young True Fir 
6 = Mature True Fir 

altitude 

Figure 3-1 
Transition graph for HJA forest cover types as derived from FACET simulation runs. 

Probabilities and rates are a function of altitude by using a sigmoid function. 

The effect of temperature and precipitation is built in a sigmoid function of 

altitude, 

b,= 1 l+exp[( -alt+u^s^ (1) 

used to account for the changes in transition probabilities and delays when moving along a 

gradient of altitude. Here, 1=1,2 to account for 2 ecotones, alt=altitude, all in m. An 

ecotone at about 1100-1200 m is reported in studies of this area (Fiorella and Ripple 

1993). 

Some fixed latencies for transitions to state i are changed linearly with the value of 

function bt as 

Tf~ l u + a, b t (2) 
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where /?/' is the baseline fixed latency and at is a coefficient; both in years. Abundance 

effects are accounted for by functions of cover type, e.g. by a sigmoid function of state 6 

(mature true fir), 

b " M * i+«p[( - a y o + w j ( 3 ) 

where X6(t) is the value of state 6 at time t, U6 is a threshold and S6 a sensitivity, all 

adimensional. 

MOSAIC parameter values estimated from FACET output are summarized in 

Table 3-3. Note that some of these parameters depend on elevation and cover dynamics 

according to equations (1), (2) and (3). In turn, the parameter values for the sigmoid and 

linear functions given by these equations are listed in Table 3-4. For illustration, the 

temporal dynamics at 500 m and 1200 m of altitude are displayed in Figure 3-2 and Figure 

3-3, respectively. The results of the calibrated MOSAIC model are superimposed on these 

graphs for comparison. 
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Pa ma &L T. 

2,0 1 2 2 10 + a2bj 

1,2 3 1 59+ djb j 

4,2 l-bi 10 4 77 

4,1 l-b2(l-bx6)-hx6 10 1 10 + a4bj 

5,1 b2(l-bj 8 1 20 

6,1 bx6 10 1 0 

1,4 0.25 200 1 0 

4,4 0.75 10 1 0 

6,5 1 2 2 50 

1,6 0.35 400 1 0 

6,6 0.65 5 1 0 

Table 3-3 
Summary of MOSAIC parameter values estimated from FACET output. pif ky are a-

dimensional, mv and fv in years. Some values depend on bx and bx6 functions. 

ul si u2 s2 U6 S6 al a2 a4 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (adim) (adim) (yr) (yr) (yr) 

550 25 1050 20 0.1 0.001 -0.5 -5.5 1.5 

Table 3-4 
Parameter values for sigmoid and linear functions 
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l=Gap, 2=DFir 
4 = DFir/Hemlock Dynamics at 500 m 

Fractions 

FACET — MOSAIC 

200 300 
Years 

400 500 

Figure 3-2 
Example of calibration of MOSAIC using results of FACET runs at HJA. Comparison of 

the dynamics at 500 m. 
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l=Gap,2=DFir 
4=DFir/Hemlock 
5=YTFir,6=MTfir 

Fractions 

Dynamics at 1200 m 

FACET 

Years 

MOSAIC 

500 

Figure 3-3 
Example of calibration of MOSAIC using results of FACET runs at HJA. Comparison of 

the dynamics at 1200 m. 

Landscape Scaling and Dynamics 

A DEM which includes the HJA forest is used to provide the terrain information 

for running the model, as illustrated in Figure 3-4 with altitude ranging from 400 m to 

1617 m. This map corresponds to an area of approximately 18,000 ha, from 44°ir20.4"N 

to 44°17'15.9"N and from 122°5'1.5"Wto 122°17,15.4"W. The DEM has 371 x 539 « 

200,000 cells of 30x30 m. For a preliminary demonstration of MOSAIC operating at plot-
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size scale, a small sector of Figure 3-4 was selected, from approximately 44° 12*N to 

44° 13*N and 122°8'W to 122°9"W (Figure 3-5), with altitude ranging from 846 m to 1573 

m. A total of 56 x 59 = 3,304 landscape cells of 900 m2 (0.09 ha) cover an area of 

approximately 300 ha or 1.6% of total area in Figure 3-4. This relatively small landscape 

size could also be simulated using FACET, but MOSAIC was used to illustrate the first 

step of the scaling up procedure. The results at the end of the simulation run are shown in 

Figure 3-6 for cover type 6, corresponding to mature true fir, which illustrates the effect 

of altitude on the distribution of this cover type. A noticeable ecotone is indeed displayed 

about 1100-1200 m altitude due to the value of 1050 m selected for u2. 

To illustrate the scaling up procedure, the whole area of the DEM which contains 

the HJA forest (Figure 3-4) is modified by aggregating cells of30x30m into cells of larger 

size. The elevation of n neighboring cells are combined using the nearest neighbor option 

in the RES AMPLE command of GRID (ESRI1992) to obtain the altitude of one 

aggregated cell. For demonstration n = 3 and 5 are used. In the first case (n=3), the cells 

are 90x90 m (8,100 m2 or 0.81 ha), and the DEM of Figure 3-4 is converted into an 

aggregated DEM having 371/3 « 123 rows and 539/3 « 179 columns, for a total of 

approximately 22,000 cells, or a tenfold reduction in the number of cells. Altitude ranging 

from 400 to 1612 m. In the second case (n=5), the cells are 150x150 m (22,500 m2 or 

2.25 ha), and the DEM of Figure 3-4 is converted into the aggregated DEM of Figure 3-7, 

having 371/5 ~ 74 rows and 539/3 « 108 columns, for a total of approximately 8,000 

cells. Of course, some loss of resolution is observed. Altitude of aggregated cells now 

range from 400 to 1600 m. 
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Figure 3-4 
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of area covering HJA forest (18 000 ha, from 44° 11' 
20.4" N to 44° 17' 15.9" N and from 122° 5' 1,5" W to 122° 17' 15.4" W. The DEM 

has 371 * 539 « 2000 cells of30 * 30 m. Altitudes ranges from 400 to 1617 m. 
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Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of a small sector of HJA forest, 
from «44° 12' N to 44° 13' N and 122°8' Wto 122°9', 

selected for demostration run of 56 * 59 cells of size 30 * 30 m. 
Altitudes range from 846 to 1573 m. 
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Figure 3-6 
MOSAIC results at end of simulation run of 500 yr, at 
cell size of30x30 m with random initial conditions, for 

mature true fir in the selected sector of HJA forest 
displayed in Figure 3-5. Distribution of this cover type 

according to altitude is illustrated. 
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¥ 

Figure 3-7 
Modified DEM for HJA by aggregating cells of30x30 m into cells of 150* 150 m. 

Altitudes of 25 neighboring cells are combined to obtain the altitude of one aggregated 
cell. Altitudes range from 400 to 1600 m. 
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The aggregated DEM is now used for demonstrative runs of MOSAIC for the 

total area of 18,000 ha at different cell sizes. A 500 year simulation run on a SPARC 2, 

with 48 Mb RAM and 1Mb SWAP, takes approximately 36 hrs for cells of 90x90 m and 

12 hrs for cells of 150x150 m. As an example of this last cell size, Figures 3-8 and 3-9 

show MOSAIC simulation results at the end of the 500 year run for cover types 4 and 6, 

mature douglas fir/hemlock and mature true fir, respectively. Distribution of these types 

according to altitude is noticeable. 

In order to further reduce simulation time, a smaller sector of the aggregated DEM 

could be selected, or a large area could be maintained by further aggregation. Of course, 

the desired approach will depend on the resolution required to answer the questions to be 

asked from the model. In the second case, only the coarse scale dynamics would be of 

interest. For example, using an aggregated cell made up of 49 neighboring cells of 

210x210 m =44,100 m2 or 4.41 ha, a modified DEM of 371/7*53 rows and 539/7*77 

columns, or approximately 4,000 cells, is obtained. Altitudes range from 402 to 1601 m. 

The simulation time required for a 500 year run is now reduced to approximately 1 hr and 

40 min on the same machine. Figure 3-10 and 3-11 show the results for cover types 4 and 

6, respectively. Broad features of distribution with respect to altitude are still noticeable, 

but not so much resolution is obtained in the ecotone areas and the valleys. 

A very relevant question in making these scale changes is how much information is 

lost by changing scales. Addressing this question is critical in the extrapolation of 

ecological insights between different spatial scales (Turner 1990). One way to address this 

question is by calculating the number of topographic classes in the HJA landscape at the 
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different resolutions. The rationality of this calculation is based on the assumption that the 

variability and distribution of the cover types are determined by the topographic classes in 

the landscape. Additionally, landscape indices such as dominance and contagion are very 

sensitive to the number of cover types present (Turner et al. 1989). 

Maps of topographic classes were derived by classifying the DEM in seven 200 m 

elevation categories (400-600, 601-800, etc.), the aspect map in four categories (north, 

east, south and west), and the slope map in three categories (0%-33%, 34%-66% and 

67%-100%). Table 3-5 shows the number of topographic classes for each of the resolution 

levels previously considered. The decrease in resolution suggests a linear decrease in the 

number of topographic classes. Rare and isolated topographic classes are lost as the 

resolution decreases. The results will be different for other methods employed to change 

resolution. For example, Miller (1996) reports that for the same terrain and topographic 

classes a bilinear interpolation method suggested an exponential decrease in the number of 

classes with decreasing resolution. Characterizations of this type can be useful in deciding 

the required level of model resolution for a particular application. 
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Resolution Number of 
(m) Topographic Classes 

30 79 

90 74 

150 67 

210 60 

Table 3-5 
Number of topographic classes for the HJA terrain at different resolutions. A linear 

decrease is observed with decreasing resolution 

^ T s o m for t!!d ° f t h e 0 f T " i f t i o n d e m o n s t r a t i o n run of MOSAIC, at a cell size of 150 
0 m, for the aggregated DEM of Figure 3-7. Cover type 4. Distribution of this type 

according to altitude is illustrated 
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Figure 3-9 
Results at the end of the of simulation demonstration run of MOSAIC, at a cell size of 150 

* 150 m, for the aggregated DEM of Figure 3-7. Cover type 6. Distribution of this type 
according to altitude is illustrated. 
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n m r 6 n d ° f t h e f r u f o n demonstration run of MOSAIC, at a cell size of 210 
m. Cover type 4. Distribution of this types according to altitude is illustrated. 
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Figure 3-11 
R!f!!ltS a l ! h e e n d o f t h e o f simulation demonstration run of MOSAIC, at a cell size of 210 
x 210 m. Cover type 6. Distribution of this type according to altitude is illustrated. 
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In each of the examples and resolutions considered the model reproduces the main 

features of the succesional vegetation dynamics of the area, zones of dominance and 

ecotones between the different cover types (Norse 1990). Greater lost of detail is 

observed in the valleys and ecotones for the lower resolution simulations, 

Characterization of Vegetation Dynamics by Landscape Metrics 

As shown in the previous section, linking the MOSAIC model with a GIS can 

depict the changing dynamics of the landscape through time as a set of percent cover maps 

for each cover type. Changes in landscape structure and composition can be assessed 

visually by observing and comparing this set of maps. It is also possible to quantify these 

changes using landscape metrics that encapsulate the information of pattern, structure or 

composition for each map into a single value. These metrics can be compared to metrics 

from remote sensing maps of the same area, from different model simulations as well as 

with metrics values from other sites. These comparisons further enhance the understanding 

of real and simulated landscape dynamics. 

MOSAIC output is a continuous variable, percent cover, for each cover type. To 

calculate landscape metrics the output of the model need to be classified into discrete 

classes using a classification method chosen according to the goals of the particular 

application or analysis. As an example, a classification scheme was devised such that a 

cover type map was classified into a binary class such that 1 was assigned to a cell if it 

equaled or exceeded a percent cover threshold value and 0 was assigned otherwise. This 

classification system can be useful, for example, for habitat evaluation methods such as 
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Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) (Fish and Wildlife Service 1980) when the threshold 

is defined as the minimum percent cover required for a given organism. The map resulting 

from this classification would only have two cover types, "suitable" and "unsuitable". 

Different values of the threshold can reflect requirements for various species or can be 

used to study sensitivity to uncertainty in the value of the threshold. 

These concepts are illustrated with the cover type map for Douglas-fir with 

hemlock. The initial state for the model was defined by overlaying a map of stand serai 

stage with a map of potential vegetation ofHJA. Although the actual vegetation of HJA 

differs, of course, from the potential vegetation, the initial map derived can be considered 

as an approximation to the actual stand age and composition. The simulation was then run 

for 210 years and results were printed each 30 years. The simulation can be viewed as the 

hypothetical projection of the changes in composition of the present landscape, under a 

"hands-off" strategy. The resulting maps were classified using a threshold value of 50%. 

Two metrics that measure landscape composition, the largest patch index (LPI) and the 

Shannon evenness index (SEI), and two metrics to measure landscape structure, 

contagion(C) and edge density(ED), were calculated using the FRAGSTATS package 

(McGarigal et al. 1995). Figures 3-12 shows some of the percent cover maps for this 

simulation. 
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Douglas fir/Hemlock cover 

0 years 

90 years 

30 years 

210 years 

o % 

100 % 

Figure 3-12 
MOSAIC output for cover type 4, Douglas-fir/Hemlock. These maps are classified 

to construct the binary maps used to calculate the landscape metrics. 

Table 3-6 shows the results of landscape metric calculations. The largest patch 

index is the percent of the landscape that is occupied by a single patch. For this simulation 

LPI values are always greater or equal to 50%, with a tendency to increase with time. SEI 

measures the distribution of area among patch types. Larger values of the index imply 

greater landscape diversity, that is to say, an equal or nearly equal distribution of patch 

types. Lower values indicate a landscape dominated by one or few patch types. The large 

evenness values obtained in this simulation refledt the fact that both suitable and unsuitable 

patches are represented in the landscape in equal or similar proportions. 
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Contagion measures the adjacency of cover types. Larger values of contagion 

indicate a landscape with few large, contiguous patches, whereas lower values 

characterize landscapes with many small and dispersed patches. The initial and first 

simulated landscape (time=0 and time=3 0) have a low value of contagion. This value 

doubles, at least, for the simulations obtained from year 60 to the final simulation time, 

indicating a less fragmented landscape for longer simulation times. Edge density measures 

total edge length for all the patches in a per area basis. The edge density is larger at the 

beginning of the simulation and although variable, decreases in at least 50% of the initial 

value for the simulated landscapes at other times. 

Time C SEI LPI ED 

0 16.8 1.00 50.1 22.4 

30 16.4 1.00 50.8 22.9 

60 33.1 0.92 66.1 11.1 

90 37.7 0.91 67.9 8.4 

120 37.4 0.91 67.8 8.6 

150 37.4 0.91 67.8 8.6 

180 33.3 0.93 64.8 10.6 

210 35.5 0.92 66.6 9.5 

Table 3-6 
Landscape metrics for Douglas-fir/hemlock simulation with a 50% cover threshold value. 
C=Contagion, SEI=Shannon evenness index, LPI=Largest patch index, ED=Edge density 
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In summary, landscape metrics capture a clear differentiation between the initial 

condition and the output for 30 years on one hand, and the output for the remaining years 

on the other. The first simulated landscape is more fragmented, while the second simulated 

landscape has a more continuous coverage. When assessing habitat conditions for an 

organism that depends on forest interior environment with at least 50% Douglas-

fir/hemlock cover, the initial simulated landscape would be less conducive to a viable 

population than the later simulated landscape. 

As with the changes in resolution, the classification system chosen and the value of 

the threshold used to define the classes would depend on the particular question being 

addressed by the simulation study. The previous classification is just an example of how 

MOSAIC could be used to approach some of the questions that arise when studying 

landscape dynamics. 

Conclusions 

MOSAIC was applied to describe the general successional dynamics of the HJA 

forest. Cover types were defined using a classification based on species, vertical position 

in the canopy and the age of the stand. Terrain effects were included in the model by 

making the parameter values dependent on elevation that itself embed the effects of 

temperature and precipitation. Abundance effects are accounted for by a function of cover 

type 6 (mature true fir). 

Parameterization of MOSAIC was accomplished by estimating parameter values 

from runs of the gap model along an elevation transect from 500 to 1600 m. with 50% 
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slope and south aspect. The model was then applied to the HJA terrain at several 

resolutions. Decreasing resolution resulted in shorter simulation times and some loss of 

information. The number of topographic classes present in the terrain is proposed as a 

measure of the information lost with increases of grain size. In each of the examples and 

resolutions considered the model reproduces the main coarse features of the succesional 

vegetation dynamics of the area, zones of dominance and ecotones between the different 

cover types. Greater lost of detail is observed in the valleys and ecotones for the lower 

resolution simulations. 

MOSAIC described the vegetation dynamics of HJA as a set of maps showing 

percent cover per cover type through time. The results can also be described by classifying 

the resulting maps into categorical classes and using landscape metrics. Both levels of 

description can be useful for addressing management questions at the landscape level. 

As explained before, calibration using ZELIG output was performed only on 50%, 

south facing slopes on only one soil type. Improvements in model performance are 

expected by calibrating for different environmental conditions. Since the number of 

possible environmental conditions is very large, a more efficient approach is needed to 

calibrate the model for a variety of environmental conditions. In the next chapter an 

attempt is made to develop a general algorithm that would facilitate MOSAIC model 

calibration for any given terrain facet. 



CHAPTER 4 

MODEL PARAMETERIZATION 

Introduction 

In chapter 3 the MOSAIC model was applied to the H.J. Andrews forest. Model 

parameterization was illustrated with two examples (Figure 3-2- and 3-3) in which the 

results of the simulation of the gap model were compared to transition model runs with 

initial parameter estimates. The best guess estimates were then refined by trial and error 

until a good fit was obtained between the gap and transition model. While this approach is 

workable for simple applications, the number of simulations needed to cover the range of 

conditions in the landscape could be extremely large. In this chapter, an attempt is made to 

develop a more efficient approach to parameterize the MOSAIC model. 

This approach is similar to finding the response for each dynamical mode of the 

system, which is achieved by using a set of orthogonal vectors as initial states of the 

system of ordinary differential equations (ODE's) making up the transition model 

(Acevedo et al. 1997). The algorithm developed in this chapter takes as input gap model 

tracer files that contain the percent occupation of each cover type through time that are 

obtained by several FACET runs. Each run starts from complete dominance of a given 

state for all the feasible states, given the terrain conditions. As output, the algorithm 

58 
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produces a file that contains the parameter values needed for MOSAIC: transition 

probability, fixed lag, order and rate of the delay for each one of the possible transitions. 

For each one of the FACET runs, the tracer file is sent to a transition counter 

which yields the number of plots that underwent transition from state j to state i at each 

simulation step . Transition probability from j to i is calculated by counting the number of 

transitions from statey to state /' and dividing by the total number of transitions out of state 

j. Fixed lag for this transition is extracted directly for each run from the time step of the 

first detected transition. Values for the order and rate parameters of the distributed lags 

are obtained from the transition counter results by a nonlinear regression routine. Figure 

4-1 summarizes this process. Each one of the tasks described in the flow diagram will be 

explained with detail in the following sections. Results of the application of this algorithm 

will be illustrated for the same two terrain facets described in Figure 3-2 (terrain facet of 

500 m., south aspect, 50% slope) and Figure 3-3 (terrain facet of 1200 m., south aspect, 

50% slope). In the remaining part of this chapter, these two terrain facets will be referred 

to as the "low" and "high" elevation terrain facets, respectively. 
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Parameterization Algorithm 

Endi 

Endj 

Calculate fixed lags 

Calculate cumulative 
function, Hij 

Calculate density 
function, hij 

Run Transition 
Counter 

Repeat for all states 
j=l ̂ states 

Calculate mean (mij) 
and variance (vij) of 

Run FACET with 
initial state j 

Calculate Erlang 
parameters, 
kij and aij 

Calculate transition 
probabilities, Pij 

Repeat for all i 
such that NijoO 

Figure 4-1 
Parameterization algorithm. Each one of the steps is 

explained in the text. 
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Running Facet from Different Initial States 

In the preceding discussion, FACET simulations have been initialized with gap or 

bare ground, the most appropriate state for most applications. In order to estimate 

MOSAIC parameter values using the algorithm of Figure 4-1, FACET needs to be 

initialized in each of the different forest cover types. This required change introduced 

some interesting issues about the definition and classification of states in MOSAIC. The 

proceeding section addresses these issues. 

State Definition 

The definition of states used in the previous chapter (Table 3-1) was modified to 

make a finer differentiation among the forest cover types and to make the classification 

routine more accurate. Table 4-1 shows the revised definition of cover types. Hemlock, 

which in the previous classification appeared as the understoiy for old Douglas-fir, 

appears now as independent states in two different serai types: young and mature. The 

definition of old Douglas-fir was modified to account for this new distinction. Also notice 

that the criteria for assigning a type to a plot changed from requiring a relative basal area 

greater than 50%, to requiring that the relative basal area be maximal for that type. 
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Type Name Description 

1 Gap Total basal area <; 2 m2/ha 

2 Young 
Douglas Fir 

Largest relative plot basal area occupied by Douglas 
with height 30 m. 

3 Mature 
Douglas Fir 

Largest relative plot basal area occupied by Douglas 
with height > 30 m with no understory 

4 Old 
Douglas Fir 

Largest relative plot basal area occupied by Douglas 
with height > 30 m. 

5 Young 
True Fir 

Largest relative plot basal area occupied by True fir 
with height <; 30 m. 

6 Mature 
True Fir 

Largest relative plot basal area occupied by True fir 
with height > 30 m. 

7 Young 
Hemlock 

Largest relative plot basal area occupied by Hemlock 
with height s 30 m. 

8 Mature 
! Hemlock 

-argest relative plot basal area occupied by Hemlock 
with height > 30 m. 

Table 4-1: Revised cover type classification used in this chapter. 

Selection of a Stand Representative of a Cover Type 

There are many ways in which the conditions specified in Table 4-1 for defining a 

given type can be met; that is to say, the largest relative basal area of a given plot can be, 

for example, of mature Hemlock with a proportional stand composition of 60% mature 

Hemlock and 40% young Hemlock, while another plot containing 95% mature Hemlock 

and 5% young Hemlock is also classified as mature Hemlock. As a consequence, a 

decision has to be made about the makeup of the stand of a given type that is going to be 

used to initialize FACET. 
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Initially, stands of a given type were built as a collection of plots that had the 

minimum necessary number of trees to avoid being classified as gap and meet the 

minimum necessary requirements to be in that class. For example, a plot of type young 

Douglas-fir was composed of 114 Douglas-fir trees with a mean dbh of three centimeters. 

The results of running the calibration algorithm with these stands showed that they differ 

considerably from the cover types that normally occur in the simulation. Since this choice 

of structure for the plot did not seem adequate, a different approach to select a prototype 

for a cover type was used. 

This approach chooses as the prototype of a forest cover class the first plot that 

makes the transrtion to that class. This plot represents a sample of all the plots that belong 

to that class. The structure of this plot is written into a file so that a stand is built in which 

all the plots have identical composition. The necessary files are obtained by running 

FACET first with the initial state equal to gap, creating prototype files each time that a 

first transition is detected from gap to a different state. These files will be used to initialize 

the next FACET run. Again, running FACET with this initial state, a prototype file is 

created each time that the first transition from this state to a different state occurs. This 

process is repeated until runs for all the feasible states have been made. 

Transition Counter 

The transition counter tallies the number of transitions that occur between the 

initial state and each of the remaining states, extracts the fixed delay and gives estimates of 
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the cumulative probability distribution, the density probability distribution and the 

transition probability for each feasible transition. The transition counter requires as input a 

FACET tracer file containing the percent occupation of each cover type through time. 

Figure 4-2 shows as an example a section of a FACET tracer file. 

In this file the stand is occupied by cover type one for the years one through nine. 

In simulation year ten, transitions to state two began, with 89% of the stand being covered 

now by cover type two. Transitions continue during the 11th simulation year and by the 

year 12, all the transitions from state one to state two have been completed. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

100. 
100. 
100. 
100. 
100. 
100. 
100. 

8 100. 
9 100. 

10 11.0 
11 6.0 
12 0.0 
13 0.0 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 

89.0 
94.0 

100.0 
100.0 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 

0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 

„ , „ Figure 4-2 
Example of FACET tracer file. Time stamp is m first column. Columns two through eight 

contain the percent occupation of each cover type. 

There is only one transition in this section of the tracer file, from state one to state 

two, and therefore the probability of this transition is equal to one. TOe system remains in 
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state one for nine years before undergoing transitions to state two. That is to say, there is 

a fixed delay for this transition of nine years. In this simple case, the cumulative 

distribution of the distributed delay has only four points (Table 4-2). Notice that the fixed 

delay has been subtracted from the simulation time. 

Time Cumulative 
Probability 

1 0.00 

2 0.89 

3 0.94 

4 1.00 

Table 4-2 
Estimated cumulative distribution for the transition of the tracer file shown in Figure 4-2 

Also, approximation to the density distribution of this transition can be calculated 

as the difference between consecutive cumulative probabilities: 

P(ls t < 2)= 0.89 - 0.00 = 0.89 
P(2<; t < 3)= 0.94 - 0.89 = 0.05 
P(3^ t < 4)= 1.00 - 0.94 = 0.06 

These calculations can be generalized using the following notation: 

Ny (t). number of transitions from state j to state i at time t. 

N : total number of plots 

Ty ; t i m e w h e n the first nonzero transition betweeny and i 

(fixed delay). 

The probability of transition between / and t,p can be calculated as 

occurs 
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Pij A 
N 

where N& is the total number of transitions from j to i obtained by 

N i r E x . f i ) 
t=0 

Here tf is the time of completion of the transition. Also, the density function for the 

transition fromj to i, hy can be calculated as: 

U 

and the cumulative function, Htj(T), up to time 7 as: 

T 

t* * 

A set of programs to calculate these operations for all transitions was developed 

awk (Dougherty 1992) and S, the development language of S-plus (MathSoft 1993). 

in 

Transition Parameters Estimation 

As explained m chapter 2, an Erlang distribution is used to model the probability 

distribution of the distributed delays of the transitions in MOSAIC. An Erlang distribution 

hf i ) with order ky and rate a& is defined as: 
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aky t^'1 e *** 

with mean and variance given by (see equation (1) in chapter 2): 

m,A v = J L 
' -» ' «./ 

and cumulative distribution obtained by the series: 

, ky~J g"!/1 (a f\l 
F iJ(t) =1 - r {an V 

i-o I! 

Mean and variance approximations can be calculated from the density function 

fy/t) produced by the transition counter as: 

'/ 
mirEht}(t)t 

t=o 
'/ 

t=0 

These values can be used to calculate an initial approximation for the parameters a 

and ky such that: 
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m* 
k..=int(-^r) 

vv 

The value ofa0 together with kif-1 are used as initial estimates in a nonlinear 

optimization routine to fit the calculated H/tJ to the theoretical cumulative distribution of 

an Erlang. The optimization minimizes the mean square differences between these two 

distributions using a Gauss-Newton algorithm (Bates et al. 1993). 

The nonlinear optimization routine yields a new estimate of rate parameter air If 

the fit is poor, as indicated by high root mean square error (rms), a new trial is performed 

with k0+ 1. The process stops upon lack of improvement in rms and previous estimates of 

ktj and a, are used as the final values. This algorithm is summarized in Figure 4-3. An 

example of the results obtained for a sample transition is shown in Figure 4-4. 



Estimation of Erlang 
Parameters 
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Calculate initial 
value for Erlang 

parameter, 
an 

kij=l 
Prev. error = very 

large 

Nonlinear fitting 
Hij vs cumulative 

Erlang for aij 
with k=kij 

Rms error <prev 
error? 

Prev. Ei 
er 

kij=l 

v 
rror=rms 
ror 
dj+l 

r 

Recompute aij 

1 r 
f \ 

end loop 4 

End D 

kij<-previous kij 
aij<-previous aij 

Figure 4-3 
Calculation of Erlang parameters using non-linear least 

squares regression 
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Transition from covcr type 8 to cover type 4 
(low elevation) 

I 

I 
i 
o 

Time (years) 

Figure 4-4 

n T ' 7 r , h e r e S U l t S ° b ! a i n e d W i t h t h e routi,le t h a t estimated Erlang parameters 
Dotted line represents distribution from tracer file and smooth line 

theoretical distribution. For this transition, kif=l and a =0.015 
J ij 

: represents 
years"1. 

Discussion and Results 

Tables 4-3 through 4-6 show the parameter values obtained from the 

parameterization algorithm for the low elevation terrain facet. Figure 4-5 shows a 

comparison of MOSAIC dynamics obtained by using the parameter values from the 

calibration algorithm and FACET tracer output. Clearly the dynamics simulated by 

MOSAIC emulates FACET dynamics, but the fit obtained is still fir from optimum. Trial 

and error manipulations of the parameter values produce a better fit, as shown in Figure 4-
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6. The set of parameter values used to obtain Figure 4-6 are shown in Tables 4-7 through 

4-10. A total of 16 changes on the original parameter values calculated from the 

parameterization algorithm were necessary and are highlighted in bold. 

PjJ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 

1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.117 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.035 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.616 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.870 0.000 0.087 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.283 

0.000 0.096 0.000 0.913 0.000 0.000 0.883 0.000 

. . Table 4-3 
Transition probability matrix at lower elevations as calculated by the 

algorithm. 
parameterization 
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k„ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 10 

8 0 1 0 1 0 0 9 0 

Table 4-4 
Order of distributed delays for the transitions at low elevation as calculated by the 

parameterization algorithm. 

(decades) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 

8 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 21.485 

0.047 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.502 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.414 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 20.520 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 1.459 0.000 16.512 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.749 

0.000 1.034 0.000 14.865 0.000 0.000 0.555 0.000 

^ ,• Table 4-5 
Mean of distributed delays for the transitions at low elevation 

parameterization algorithm. 
as calculated by the 
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T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(decades) 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.30 

2 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

4 0.00 10.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.80 

5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

7 0.00 2.90 0.00 9.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.50 

8 0.00 7.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.90 0.00 

Table 4-6 
Fixed delays for the transitions at low elevation as calculated by the parameterization 

algorithm. 
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MOSAIC and FACET Dynamics 
Low Elevation 

200 300 
Time (years) 

500 

Figure 4-5 

MOSATrC*nn ! A £ E T C ° m p a r i s o n a t l o w elevation. Thick lines represent 
S6t ° f p a r a m e t e r s generated by the algorithm. Thin 

lines are FACET tracer output. Curve numbers denote cover type number 
(as indicated in Table 4-1). 
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Adjusted MOSAIC and FACET Dynamics 
Low Elevation 

£40 --

200 300 400 
Time (years) 

500 

Figure 4-6 

MOSAIC O T \ F A
k

< r E T j y n T C S comparison at low elevationThiclc lines represent 
r J S t S r f a

f
tn„a l-and-e ,T0/ " O ^ of Parameters. m „ lines 

P FACET output. Curve numbers denote cover type number 
(as indicated in Table 4-1) 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 

1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.616 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.900 0.000 0.087 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.283 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.913 0.000 0.000 0.900 0.000 

Table 4-7 
Transition probability matrix at low elevation. Highlighted values are modifications with 

respect to original calibration (corresponding to Figure 4-6). 

** 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 10 

8 0 1 0 3 0 0 2 0 

Table 4-8 

° fOT t h C t r a n s i , i o n s * '°w elevation. Highlighted values. 
modifications with respect to original calibration (corresponding to Figure 4-6). 
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my 

(decades) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

1 Z J 4 5 6 7 8 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 21.485 

0.047 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.502 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.414 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 50,520 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 1.000 0.000 16.512 0.000 0.000 0.00017.500 

0.000 1.034 0.000 12.000 0.000 0.000 0.555 0.000 

Table 4-9 
Mean of distributed delays for the transitions at low elevation Highlighted values 

modifications w.th respect to original calibration (corresponding to Figure 4-6). 
are 

T-Mv 
(decades) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.Q0 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.30 

0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 2.00 0.00 9.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.90 

0.00 7.90 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 4.90 0.00 

Table 4-10 
Fixed delays forth,•transitions at low elevation. Highlighted values are modifications with 

espect to original calibration (corresponding to Figure 4-6) 
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Similar results are obtained for the high elevation FACET. Figure 4-8 shows the 

comparison of MOSAIC and FACET dynamics as obtained using the parameters generated 

by the parameterization algorithm (Tables 4-11 through 4-14). Manipulations on this set of 

parameters improved the fit between the two sets of curves, however even after 

manipulation the results obtained are far from satisfactory (Figure 4-9, Tables 4-15-4-18). 

8 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.006 

1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.162 0.005 0.092 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.330 0.691 0.234 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.735 0.000 0.171 0.749 

0.000 0.240 0.000 0.000 0.085 0.005 0.000 0.012 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.655 0.046 0.000 

rp . . Table 4-11 
Transition probability matrix at high elevation as calculated by the parameterization 

algorithm. 
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h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 0 6 0 0 0 6 1 2 

6 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 2 

7 0 3 0 0 5 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 0 0 8 4 0 

Table 4-12 
Order of distributed delay parameters for the transitions for high elevation as calculated by 

the parameterization algorithm. 

ntn 

(decades) 
8 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.072 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.000 0.138 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.664 0.000 0.000 0.000 23.64 2.248 18.184 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.162 0.000 0.665 15.300 

0.000 0.814 0.000 0.000 4.141 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 11.35 2.076 0.000 

Table 4-13 
Mean of distributed delays for the transitions at high elevation as calculated by the 

parameterization algorithm. 



so 

T 
(decades) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

2 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

5 0.00 2.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 11.80 

6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.40 0.00 6.80 4.30 

7 0.00 2.30 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 

8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.30 0.00 

Table 4-14 
Fixed delays for the transitions at high elevation as calculated by the parameterization 

algorithm. 
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MOSAIC and FACET Dynamics 
High Elevation 

100 i 

200 300 
Time (years) 

Figure 4-7 
MOSAIC and FACET dynamics comparison at high elevation. Thick lines represent 

MOSAIC output obtained with the set of parameters generated by the algorithm. Thin 
lines are FACET tracer output. Curve numbers denote cover type number 

(as indicated in Table 4-1) 
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Adjusted MOSAIC and FACET Dynamics 
High Elevation 

rJVpr<gaf v J | | 

0 100 200 300 
Time (years) 

400 500 

Figure 4-8 
MOSAIC and FACET dynamics comparison at high elevation.Thick lines represent 

MOSAIC output obtained with a trial-and-error modified set of parameters. Thin lines 
represent FACET output. Curve numbers denote cover type number 

(as indicated in Table 4-1) 
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J E S L 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.006 

1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.162 0.005 0.092 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.976 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.919 0.691 0.234 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.735 0.000 0.171 0.749 

0.000 0.024 0.000 0.000 0.085 0.005 0.000 0.012 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.066 0.046 0.000 

Table 4-15 
Transition probability matrix at high elevation. Highlighted values are modifications with 
respect to original calibration (corresponding to Figure 4-8). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 0 6 0 0 0 6 1 2 

6 0 0 0 0 9 0 2 2 

7 0 3 0 0 5 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 0 0 8 4 0 

Table 4-16 
Order of distributed delay for the transitions at high elevation. Highlighted values are 
modifications with respect to original calibration (corresponding to Figure 4-8). 
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(decades) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.072 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 0.000 0.138 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.664 0.000 0.000 0.000 23.644 2.248 18.184 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.162 0.000 0.665 15.298 

0.000 0.814 0.000 0.000 4.141 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 11.353 2.076 0.000 

Table 4-17 
Mean of distributed delays for the transitions at high elevation. Highlighted values are 
modifications with respect to original calibration (corresponding to Figure 4-8). 

(decades) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

2 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

5 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 11.80 

6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.40 0.00 6.80 4.30 

7 0.00 2.30 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 

8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.30 0.00 

Table 4-18 
Fixed delays for the transitions at high elevation. Highlighted values are modifications with 
respect to original calibration (corresponding to Figure 4-8) 
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Analysis of the failure of the algorithm to produce an optimum result suggests that 

the definition of cover states used might be too general in that different samples of plots of 

the same type can be quite different. Two plot samples taken from a stand at the same point 

in time have similar composition. However, if a sample of a given type taken at time t} is 

compared with a sample of the same type at time t2, (tt < t2), considerable differences in 

structure can be found between both samples. If the two samples are very different, then 

two different set of transition parameters values will be obtained. 

This problem occurs, for example, in the transitions between state five and six at 

high elevation. The plot of type 5 that originally undergoes transition to state 6 (from 

simulation time 30 to 100 years) has a different structure than the plot, also type 5, where 

the transition returns to (around simulation time 330-500 years). In Figure 4-9, the first 

kind of plot is labeled 5_6 and the second is labeled 6_5. The figure illustrates the 

differences in composition between the two types of plots. The sample plot representative 

of type 5 when the system is going from state five to six is characterized by many small 

diameter trees of all the species (215 trees in total). In contrast, the sample of type 5 in the 

return transition has few but large trees of the species 1 (True fir), some large and some 

small species 3 trees (Hemlock) and no trees of species 2 (Douglas-fir) are present. In this 

case, the structural difference between these two cover types is such that manual 

adjustment of the parameters will improve the fit for either one transition or the other but 

not for both. In effect, this problem can only be corrected by creating a new cover type, as 

was done in chapter 2 to separate the gaps previously colonized by mature trees from those 

gaps with bare ground at the beginning of the simulation. 
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Hot Composition for Two Different 
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Figure 4-9 
Plot composition for two samples of cover type 5. Sample labeled 5_6 represents a typical 
structure for plots of type 5 undergoing that transition. Label 6 5 represents type 5 in the 
return transition(from 6 to 5). 
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Considerable differences in plot structure can also be observed for other transitions 

and low elevations. Since different samples of the same type will undergo distinct 

transitions, two different set of parameters, both of which are sub-optimal, will be found by 

the parameterization algorithm. This suggests that the performance of the algorithm can be 

improved by sharpening the definition of states so that any two plots that correspond to the 

same cover type have a very similar composition. 

Conclusions 

The parameterization algorithm developed in this chapter approximated the 

dynamic response of the gap model. The approximation represents an improvement over 

the previously proposed parameter estimation method. Manual adjustment is still necessary, 

however, and the procedure needs to be perfected to produce an optimum response that 

requires little or no manual modifications. 

Considerable differences in plot structure can be observed for plots that belong to 

the same cover type. The differences are suspected to be the cause of the inability of the 

parameterization algorithm to produce an optimum result. This suggests that either the 

definition of cover types in the model or the method to select a representative sample for 

the cover type needs to be reexamined. On one hand, the criteria of maximal basal area to 

define a cover type may not be adequate to capture the complex stand structure that 

characterizes the forest throughout its successional development. On the other hand, the 

problem may be one of selecting or creating a representative sample or prototype of each 
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cover type to initialize the model, as required by the parameterization algorithm. This poses 

some interesting questions in terms of finding the "average" plot for a given cover type and 

mapping instances of the same cover type to the "average" plot during model simulation. 

Both problems, definition of cover types and selection of prototypes, call for more 

insight into the structure of the data that characterize a plot. In the following chapter an 

effort is made to provide such an insight and to develop an alternative method to define the 

cover types in the model. 



CHAPTER 5 

COVER TYPE DEFINITION BY STATISTICAL 

CLASSIFICATION METHODS 

Introduction 

The definition of states employed in MOSAIC as explained in chapter 1, consists 

of five cover types: two compositional types (Douglas-fir/Hemlock and True fir), two 

serai stages of each compositional type (young and old-growth) and open sites (gaps). 

This definition, based on expert judgment, was made so that the types correspond veiy 

closely with the classes that can be derived from remote sensing imagery. Although this 

definition proved to be useful, improvements are possible by expanding or redefining the 

types to include more information (Urban et al. 1996). Also, in the previous chapter it was 

suggested that improvements in performance of the parameterization algorithm could be 

obtained by using a different definition of cover types. This chapter explores the use of 

multivariate analysis and classification methods for providing such definition. 

One of the challenges of scaling up to the landscape level is to correctly integrate 

and aggregate the heterogeneity of the fine-scale base information (King, 1990). In 

translating a forest model across scales, a critical step is the definition of states of the 

89 
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landscape model. A good definition should grasp the main features of the vegetation at the 

landscape level on a reduced number of cover types. 

Several studies have shown that the relative importance of parameters controlling 

ecological processes appears to vary with spatial scale (Turner and Gardner 1991). At the 

landscape level, only a few variables may be required to predict landscape patterns and 

ecosystem processes. These key variables account for a significant amount of the fine scale 

variation. Predictions of landscape dynamics can be simplified if these key parameters are 

identified. 

In particular, many variables or attributes can be used to describe a forest plot in a 

gap model. The question of which subset of these attributes capture the information 

needed at the landscape scale is implicit in the definition of the states or cover types of the 

landscape model. The definition used in the previous chapters, based on expert judgment, 

considered basal area and height as the key attributes. A classification system based on 

values of these attributes was used to assign the cover types from the gap model output. 

In this chapter this classification is reexamined from a statistical point of view. 

The change from small spatial scales to large scales is frequently accompanied by a 

parallel shift in temporal scale (Urban et al. 1987). Landscape studies are usually 

concerned with larger temporal scales. Although the maximum temporal resolution for the 

landscape model is one year, the dynamics at the landscape scale can be adequately 

perceived at longer time intervals. While trying to reexamine the definition of the cover 

types in the landscape model, the question of which temporal resolution should be used 

emerged as an interesting one. Temporal resolution of the model output can be controlled 
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in the gap model by setting the printing interval to the desired number of years. On one 

hand, higher temporal resolution will produce a more complete representation of the 

heterogeneity present in the stand. On the other, this representation might give an 

unnecessary amount of detail. This compromise between the amount of information 

retained at the landscape level and the need for simplification will be further explored in 

this chapter. 

The process of inquiry into these two questions, namely, what attributes should be 

considered to define the cover types and at what temporal resolution, produces large data 

sets that can be difficult to comprehend without the use of multivariate analysis methods. 

These methods provide a systematic, objective approach to uncover patterns in the data. 

They are also useful as a mean of reducing large amounts of data to a manageable 

summary form. More important, they provide insight into the structure of the data, 

producing information that otherwise might escape an investigator analyzing the data. 

In this chapter, multivariate analysis methods are used to explore a new definition 

of forest cover types for the transition model. The methods used for arriving to this 

definition try to capture the greatest amount of variability in the landscape with a limited 

number of cover types and provide insight about the structure of the data typically used to 

describe a forest stand. These characteristics together with their objective, systematic 

nature make them very useful tools for dealing with some of the problems faced when 

scaling up landscape models. 
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Methods 

Data Sets 

ZELIG was run for a HJA forest terrain facet of 1200 m elevation, 50% slope and 

south aspect for a stand composed of 100 plots of400 m2 each. The total simulation time 

was 500 years. The simulation considered three species: Pacific Silver fir or True fir 

{Abies amabilis), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and Western Hemlock (Tsuga 

heterophylla). Throughout this chapter these species are frequently referred to as species 

1 through 3, respectively. Each plot is treated as an observation that is described by 

sixteen different variables or attributes (Table 5-1) 

Density (stems /ha) 
Biomass (Mg/ha) 
Total basal area (m2/ha) 
LAI (m2/m2) 
Height (m) 
Total average dbh (cm/ha) 
Total standard deviation of dbh (cm/ha) 
Basal area per specie (m2/ha) 
Average dbh per specie (cm/ha) 
Standard deviation dbh per specie (cm/ha) 

Table 5.1: Plot attributes for characterization of multivariate data set 

Three data sets are used through this chapter corresponding to three time intervals 

or temporal resolutions: 25 years (2000 observations), 50 years (1000 observations), and 

100 years (500 observations) . The number of observations for each data set is derived 

from the total simulation time, the number of plots in the stand, and the chosen temporal 
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resolution. For example, for the 25-year resolution the stand is sampled a total of 20 times 

(500 yr 25 yr), and 100 plots are described each time, for a total of2000 observations 

(20 samples x 100 plots). 

Multivariate Techniques 

There are many statistical multivariate analysis and classification methods, all with 

the potential of providing useful summaries of the relevant information in large 

multivariate data sets. They range from the more traditional statistical methods such as 

Discriminant Analysis, Cluster Analysis, Principal Components Analysis, Nearest Neighbor 

Method, etc. to machine learning and "data mining" approaches such as Identification 

Trees (ID3), Classification and Regression Trees, and Autoclass. From this broad 

spectrum, three multivariate analysis methods are used in this chapter: Cluster analysis 

(CA) (Gordon 1981), Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Davis 1990), and 

Classification and Regression Trees (CART) (Breiman et al. 1984). 

CA is used to provide a classification of the data sets such that all the plots similar 

to one another will belong to the same class. PCA is used to reduce the number of 

attributes (dimensionality) considered for classification. Finally, CART is used to explore 

the structure of the classification generated by the CA so that the relationship between 

classes and attributes can be interpreted. The information generated by CART is also used 

to reduce the number of attributes considered. 
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Scaling of the Data Sets 

Both CA and PCA are sensitive to the relative magnitude of the attributes that are 

used to describe the data set. Since the attributes considered are expressed in different 

units, it was necessary to scale the data sets before running the analysis. The maximum 

value for each attribute on the stand was found and each attribute value was divided by its 

maximum, so that the resulting scaled values were between 0 and 1. 

Method Selection for Cluster Analysis 

There are several possible methods to perform a cluster analysis. A clustering 

method is usually selected either by using a known relationship between the nature of the 

data and the method's performance or by evaluating the method's performance when 

tested with a data set of known structure. This last approach was the one used in this 

chapter to aid in the selection of the appropriate clustering method to apply to the model-

generated data sets. A benchmark "test data set" was created by artificially generating a 

stand of 100 plots of four distinct plot types (Table 5-2). This data set represents a 

snapshot of the stand at a given moment of time. These plot types were used in the 

development of MOSAIC to study the effects of initializing the model with different stand 

conditions. 

Several cluster analysis were applied to this data set using different clustering 

criteria. The criteria examined include sum of squares, spherical, trace, link (single, 

average and group) and nearest neighbor. The criterion that best classified the data was S* 

(Banfield and Raftery 1993), which is based on the maximum likelihood approach and 
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allows the clusters to have different orientations and sizes while preserving a common 

shape in the attribute space. In the remainder of this section the processes of evaluating 

the performance of the S* method is explained. 

Type Species Number of DBH 
Trees 

Mean (cm) Std. Dev. (cm) 

I Douglas Fir 114 3 0.03 

n 
Douglas Fir 1 50 0.50 

n 
Hemlock 2 20 0.20 

m True Fir 114 3 0.03 

IV True Fir 1 50 0.50 

Table 5-2: Plot types of test data set 

The standard approach for calculating the number of clusters present in the data is 

to calculate the Bayes factor, Bk for the grouping defined by k clusters against the 

grouping defined by a single cluster. The Bayes factor represents the ratio of the 

probability of one grouping against another given the data. Thus, the larger Bk the more 

evidence there is for the existence of k clusters (MathSoft 1995). The Bayes factor cannot 

be calculated exactly in a reasonable amount of time (Banfield and Raftery 1993). 

Nevertheless, it can be approximated heuristically by using the approximate weight of 

evidence for k clusters (AWEJ. The approximate weight of evidence for k clusters is an 

estimate of IxlogCBJ. The value of k which maximizes AWEk is the number of clusters for 

which there is the most evidence. 
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Banfield and Raftery (1993) suggested that the right approach to choose the 

number of clusters present in a data set is to consider several candidate values and then 

select one in the basis of several criteria including the value of k that maximizes AWE, the 

change of AWE, or any other information that the analyst may have which could help 

make more likely one value against another. The change of AWE, that is to say, AWE^ -

AWE),.! is often large and positive for the first few values of k, (k=2,...K) and then small 

or negative afterwards. Parsimony suggests considering the classification in K groups, as 

well as the value of k which maximizes AWE and any intervening values (MathSoft 1995) 

For the test data set the maximum AWE is achieved at k=5 (Figure 5-1). However, 

the relative improvement in the AWE in going from four to five groups is small («12% of 

maximum AWE), and so consideration of only four clusters is also reasonable (Figure 5-2) 

Approximate Weight of Evidence(AWE) for Test Data Set 

Clusters 

Figure 5-1 
Approximated weight of evidence as a function of the number of 

clusters when applied to test data set. Maximum weight of evidence 
is at 5 clusters. 
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Figure 5-2 
Change of AWE as a function of number of clusters used to evaluate the relative 

gain of using five classes instead of four. 

When compared to the known benchmark distribution of plot types that was given 

as input to the cluster algorithm, a classification of the data set in four groups based on 

the cluster analysis had a misclassification rate of 13%. Although this value may seem 

high, it is by far the best among all the methods tested. Reduction of the misclassification 

rate can be expected for larger data sets. The test data set consisted of only 100 

observations but the analysis data sets have at least five times more observations. 

Therefore, the S* criterion was selected as the method to use in the cluster analysis of the 

data sets. 
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Application of Cluster Analysis 

Cluster analysis using the S* criterion was performed for the three temporal 

resolution data sets. Results for the three data sets indicated a different number of clusters 

for the different resolutions (Figure 5-3). The maximum AWE was found at 24 clusters for 

the 25-year data set, at 14 clusters for the 50-year data set and at 6 clusters for the 100-

year data set. 

Approximate Weight of Evidence 
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<N 
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v 50 years 

\ 100 years 
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80 100 

Figure 5-3 
Approximate weight of evidence as a function of the number of clusters for 

all three data sets to determine optimum number of clusters. 

These results can be interpreted in two ways. One possible interpretation is that 

they are consistent with the fact that changes to coarser grain tend to reduce the 

heterogeneity in a given observation set (King 1991). Intuitively, it makes sense to think 
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that there are certain cover types that are not present at lower resolutions and that the high 

resolution data set probably represents a more complete picture of the dynamics of the 

stand. On the other hand, the increasing number of clusters detected for increased 

resolution could be considered as "noise"; attributes that do not contain relevant 

information will introduce randomness in the clustering algorithm and make it perform 

poorly (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1990). This effect would be more pronounced as an 

increased number of observations are used in the cluster analysis so that the algorithm 

detects an increasing number of groups for higher resolutions. 

To determine which of these two interpretations is more correct, it is necessary to 

understand the groups found by the cluster analysis in terms of succesional and functional 

forest types. This would require the combined examination of sixteen attributes through 

time for all the groups and for each data set. Given the large number of clusters detected 

in the analysis as well as the large number of attributes considered, interpretation beyond a 

few fairly obvious types is extremely difficult. 

Interpretation could be easier if the dimensionality of the data set is reduced so that 

a few key attributes are considered in the cluster analysis. Reduction in the number of 

attributes considered will decrease the computing time of the cluster analysis and alleviate 

the potential problem with noise brought by superfluous attributes. The difficulty of the 

interpretation could be alleviated further if the rationality behind the groups chosen by the 

cluster analysis could be made explicit in terms of decision rules based on the attributes. 

Techniques that can be used to accomplish these two tasks are principal component 

analysis (PCA) and classification and regression tree analysis (CART), repectively. The 
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results of applying these techniques to the three data sets will be discussed in the following 

two sections. 

Reducing Dimensionality by PCA 

Figure 5-4 shows the results of PCA for the 25-year data set. At least eight 

principal component axes are required to explain 95% of the variance of the data set. The 

loadings of the original attributes in the principal components axes have about the same 

relative magnitude, so the principal component axes cannot be interpreted in terms of one 

or two of the original attributes (Figure 5-5). According to these results, it will be very 

difficult to decide which one of the attributes could be safely disregarded. Similar results 

(not shown here) are obtained for the 50-year and 100-year data sets. 
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Figure 5-4 
Distribution of variance among principal components. The corresponding numbers at 

the top of the bars represent the cumulative percent variance explained by that number 
of components 
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PC Loadings (25-year Sampling) 
Comp. 1 
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Figure 5-5 
Five highest loadings of the attributes on the first five principal component axes. 

Notice similar relative magnitude 

Regardless of the inability to significatively reduce the number of attributes by 

PCA for these data sets, some conclusions can be drawn. The attribute set has variables 

that are obviously highly correlated to each other. This is the case with average dbh and 

basal area. Comparison of the PC axis number when one of these attributes appear among 

the first five largest loadings shows that in each case basal area is greater or equal in 

importance than average dbh. This observation suggests elimination of the average dbh as 

an attribute for future classifications. The relative distribution of the species for this 
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particular terrain facet is reflected in the principal components loadings. Species 1, True 

fir, is more abundant, and therefore, basal area for this species (basl) weighs more heavily 

in the first principal components axis than the basal area for the other species. This relative 

importance among the species will change for a different facet of the terrain. 

PCA did not to provide a significant reduction in the dimensionality of the data 

sets, nor did it make easier the interpretation of clusters. In the following section CART 

(classification and regression tree analysis) will be used to attempt accomplishing these 

objectives. 

Reducing Dimensionality and Interpreting classes by CART 

CART (Breiman et al. 1984, Skidmore et al. 1996) is an exploratory technique for 

uncovering structure in data that can be used for both classification and regression 

problems. A classification tree consists of a set of classification or predictor variables, a 

single response variable, and a set of classification rules. The rules specify the most likely 

value of the response in terms of the values of the predictor variables. A classification tree 

is the collection of many of these rules displayed in the form of a binary tree, hence the 

name. 

The terminology for describing the components of this technique mimic the one 

used for real trees. A classification tree is composed of nodes and branches. A "root" node 

is the top node of a tree, a "leaf' node is a terminal node, and a "split" is a rule that creates 

new branches. Also, given a branch, the node origin of the split is called the parent node 
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or parent split. The two nodes that descend directly from an common origin are called 

children nodes. 

CART models are built using binary recursive partitioning whereby the data are 

successively split along the coordinate axes of the attributes so that at any node, the split 

that maximally distinguishes the response variable in the left and right branches is selected. 

Splitting continues until nodes are pure or data is too sparse (MathSoft 1995). CART can 

be used to explain the structure in the data that was uncovered using cluster analysis by 

making the response variable equal to the class assigned by the clustering algorithm. 

The decision rules generated can be used to predict classes in the data set and 

could be easily implemented in the gap model's computer program to trace the behavior of 

these types through time. No scaling of the data is necessary since this technique is 

invariant to monotone re-expressions of the attributes. Moreover, the graphical 

representation of the tree provides an indirect measure of the relative discriminating power 

of the attributes; those attributes involved in the classification rules near the top of the tree 

have more discrimination power. Also, the spacing between a node and its children gives 

an indication of the relative importance of the split. This information can be used to reduce 

the dimensionality of the data set. 

Results of the CART analysis for the 25-year sampling data with a classification of 

24 classes is shown in Figures 5-6 and 5-7. According to the results of PCA, only 

averages, total and per species, were dropped from the data set. Figure 5-6 shows all the 

branches of the tree, unlabeled, for simplicity. In this representation, the non-uniform 

spacing between nodes is an indication of the relative importance of the splits. The more 
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important the parent split, the further the children node pairs are spaced from their 

parents. The first three levels of the tree dominate the tree structure. Figure 5-7 displays 

the same tree with only these main splits shown. The condition labeling the split in the 

trees is true for the descendant nodes to the left and false for the nodes to the right. For 

example, in Figure 5-7 the rules for producing a node class 1 are: height < 42.5 m, basal 

area for species 2 >1.195 m2, and density * 4662.5 trees/ha. The tree separates the plots 

according to the dominance of species 1, True fir, to the right of the root node and species 

2, Douglas-fir, to the left of the root node. The subtree to the right in Figure 5-6 is more 

complex reflecting the fact that there are more True-fir dominated plots for this facet of 

the terrain and that a finer differentiation is made among them. 

Classification Tree for 25-year Sampling 

'"Vi 

Figure 5-6 
Classification tree for 25-year sampling showing all the branches of the 

tree. The non-uniform spacing between nodes is an indication of the 
relative importance of the splits. 
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Classification Tree for 25-year Sampling 

heigh^<42.i 

bas2<ll.l95 

heighi<33.5 density-p4662.5 
basl 

bas3 <18.335 

C97.8 

20 19 

density hi062.5 

15 13 

(Only main splits are shown) 

Figure 5-7 
Classification tree for the 25-year sampling showing the main splits. The condition 

labeling the split in the trees is true for the descendant nodes to the left and false for 
the nodes to the right. 

CART performance can be evaluated in terms of two parameters: the 

misclassification rate and the residual mean deviance. The misclassification rate reported 

by the software used here (S-plus) is an internal estimate, calculated using the same data 

analyzed to construct the tree. After the classification tree has been constructed, the 

observations are processed by the classifier. The proportion of cases misclassified is called 

the resubstitution estimate and is an approximation to the misclassification rate. The 

residual mean deviance is a measure of the heterogeneity of the observations in the tree 

nodes. It is equivalent to the residual term in a regression model but assumes a 
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multinomial distribution for the response variable instead of a normal distribution. A good 

classification tree has a small deviance and misclassification rates. 

For the tree displayed in two different forms in Figures 5-6 and 5-7, the 

misclassification error rate is 29.7%. This tree has 52 terminal nodes and a residual mean 

deviance of 1.67. Although the tree uncover the results of the cluster analysis in terms of 

the attributes, its structure is so complex that further simplification is still necessary. The 

52 terminal nodes represent 52 different classification rules, some composed of five or six 

nested conditions. Several simplifications and improvements on this classification tree may 

be possible. In the next section, the information provided by this tree will be used to 

generate a new classification. 

CART and Cluster Analysis Applied to a Reduced Set of Attributes. 

Figure 5-7 shows that the main splits involve the attributes height, basal area per 

species and tree density. It is interesting to note that height and basal area were the 

attributes used in the classification of cover types in the previous chapters. These results 

seem to be corroborating the expert judgment based classification used in MOSAIC. 

Keeping in mind that the objective of this exercise is to produce a meaningful 

simplification of the complexity observed at the fine spatial scale, a new cluster analysis 

was done considering only the attributes obtained in the main splits. Figure 5-8 shows the 

rate of change in AWE for the new cluster analysis. Maximum AWE occurs for seven 

clusters but classifications for five or six nodes are also granted by the data. 
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Figure 5-8 
Rate of change in AWE for new CA. Maximum AWE occurs at seven clusters but 

classifications for five or six nodes are also granted by the data. 

A new classification tree was generated for the six-cluster model based on the 

results of the cluster analysis. Misclassification and deviance rates for this tree shows a 

remarkable improvement. Residual mean deviance is equal to 0.14 and the 

misclassification error rate dropped from 29.7% to 3.0%. Figure 5-9 shows the non-scaled 

representation of the tree. The number of terminal nodes for this tree is 24. 
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Classification Tree for Reduced Attribute Set 
(25-year Sampling) 
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H: Height (m) 

Figure 5-9 
Classification tree for reduced attribute set (unsealed). 

Although this tree is a notable improvement, additional simplifications are still 

possible. These simplifications represent a further compromise between reducing the 

performance of the classification and depicting a more easily interpretable picture of the 
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data by using a tree with fewer terminal nodes. Figure 5-10 quantifies this compromise in 

terms of the misclassification rate. It shows the number of misclassifications in the subtrees 

originated by successively pruning the least important splits from the original tree as a 

function of the number of terminal nodes. Importance of a subtree is measured by a cost-

complexity measure that takes into account the subtree misclassification rate, its number 

of terminal nodes, and a cost -complexity parameter k (reported in the upper horizontal 

axes of the graph). As an example, Figure 5-11 shows a tree obtained by snipping off 

some of the least important branches of the original tree. This tree has seven terminal 

nodes, 143 misclassifications, (a rate of 143/2000 or 7.2%) and a deviance of 0.41. 

1 

Misclassification as a Function 
of the Number of Nodes 

20.0 

L , 

Figure 5-10 
Number of misclassifications in the pruned tree as a function of the number of terminal 
nodes. Importance of a subtree is measured by a cost-complexity measure k (reported 

in the upper horizontal axes of the graph). 
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Simplified Classification Tree for Reduced Attribute Set 
(25-year Sampling) 
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Figure 5-11 
Simplified tree obtained by snipping off some of the least important branches of the 

original tree (Figure 5-9). 

In this basic tree, the meaning of the classes in term of-functional and structural 

forest types is more easily discerned. Table 5-3 gives the description associated to the 

different classes. 
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Class 
number 

Type Classification rule 

1 Young True 
Fir 

(B2<9.3) A (B3<32.6) A (D<2787) A (Bl<163) 

2 Young 
Douglas Fir 

(B2>9.3) A (H<13.5) 

3 Mature 
Douglas Fir 

(B2>9.3) A (H>13.5) A (D>3225) 

4 Old Douglas 
Fir 

(B2>9.3) A (H>13.5) A (D<3225) 

5 Mature True 
Fir/ Hemlock 

(B2<9.3) A (H>32.6) 

6 Old True Fir [(B2<9.3) A (B3<32.6) A (D>2787)] V 
[(B2<9.3) A (B3<32.6) A (D<2787) A (Bl>163.31)] 

Bi: Basal area for species i (m2/ha), i=l,2,3 
D: Density (number/ha) 
H: Height (m) 
A: Symbol for boolean AND 
V: Symbol for boolean OR 

Table 5-3: Classification of cover types according to Figure 5-11 

Reduction of the number of attributes produced also more consistency in the 

number of clusters detected for the cluster analysis across the different temporal scales. 

Maximum AWE was found at seven clusters for the 25-year data sampling, at five clusters 

for the 50-year sampling data, and at four clusters for the 100-year data set. Table 5-4 

shows a summary of the performance of the classification trees for the different temporal 

resolutions, showing that these metrics are very similar for all three trees. 
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Sampling 
intervals 

Number of 
terminal nodes 

Mean 
deviance 

Misclassification 
rate 

25 24 0.14 3% 

50 27 0.15 3% 

100 21 0.28 6% 

If the classification for six types obtained for the 25-year sampling is compared to 

a similar classification for the 50-year and 100-year sampling the distribution of the types 

missing or compounded in the lower resolutions can be observed. For example, Table 5-5 

shows the count of the number of types in each class according to the previous six-type 

classification for the 25 years sampling and a four types classification for the 50-year 

sampling. Differences among the classes for Douglas-fir are lost in the 50-year sampling 

classification, being compounded in one single class (number 2). Some of the plots that in 

the 25-year sampling classification were considered old True fir are also masked in this 

class. This information can be used to assess the amount of information and detail retained 

at a given temporal resolution. 
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50-year Sampling Classification 

1 
Young 
True 

2 
Douglas 

3 
Mature 

True 

4 
Old 
True 

Total 

1 
Young 
True 

782 11 20 36 849 

2 
Young 

Douglas 

0 0 0 0 0 

3 
Mature 
Douglas 

1 9 0 0 10 

4 
Old 

Douglas 

2 30 0 0 32 

5 
Mature 
True-

Hemlock 

0 4 80 0 84 

6 
Old 
True 

0 15 1 9 25 

Total 785 69 101 45 1000 

Table 5-5: Classification comparison at different resolutions 

As noticed before, the results of the cluster analysis and the classification tree 

could vary for different facets of the landscape. In order to comprehend the whole 

structure of cover types across the landscape, a methodology based on the previous steps 

should be repeated for a transect of environmental conditions. The following section 
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discusses the issues associated to extending the previous ideas to the different facets of the 

landscape. 

CART and Cluster Analysis Across Environmental Gradients 

The analysis performed in the previous sections correspond to one facet of the 

landscape. Uncovering the whole structure of cover types across the landscape will require 

a similar approach for a cross section of the terrain conditions in the landscape. Different 

classification rules for different sectors of the terrain will indicate a change in structure of 

the landscape, moving from one subset of possible states to another. Although 

conceptually this idea seems reasonable and feasible, certain problems were found that 

preclude the use of cluster analysis and CART. 

Assuming that a set of data files corresponding to the results of the gap model for 

a transect of elevations are generated at a given temporal resolution, the procedure 

developed in the previous sections can be applied to each data file and is summarized in 

Table 5-6. 
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1) Run a cluster analysis with all the attributes. 

2) Generate a classification based on the a best-guess estimate of number 
of groups detected by looking at the AWE . 

3) Run CART to generate a tree classifier. 

4) Select a reduced set of attributes by considering only the attributes 
involved in the most important splits of the tree. 

# 

5) Repeat steps 1-3 with the selected set of attributes. 

6) If necessary, simplify the tree obtained in the previous step. 

7) Describe this last classification tree in terms of structural and 
compositional forest types. 

Table 5-6: Forest cover classification algorithm applied to each data file 

This procedure assumes that if no structural cover differences exist between two 

elevations then the classification trees generated will be the same. Differences in the types 

and in the classification rules detected at two elevations will indicate a different landscape 

composition. One problem with this approach is that class numbers assigned by the cluster 

algorithm are consistent only for one given data set. Classes are assigned by the 

classification algorithm according to the lowest numbered object that belongs to the 

cluster. Before building the CART analysis, these numbers are replaced by a numeric label, 

that goes from 1 to the number of clusters of a given classification. The same forest type 

could be class number 1 for the data file for elevation A, but class number 3 for elevation 
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B because that forest type appears first in the succession at elevation A but third at 

elevation B. Keeping track of the correspondence of the class numbers across the different 

transects could be very confusing. 

This problem could be solved if all the data files for the different elevations are 

joined in one single file. The number of observations in this file will be very large and a 

cluster analysis using all the observations will be impractical and unfeasible. However, a 

random sample of the observations could be taken to run cluster analysis and build a 

classification tree. Observations that are not present in the sample could be classified by 

using the rules generated by the tree. Unfortunately, when this approach was applied to 

the three data sets, CART performance was not very robust. The trees generated for 

different samples of the same size were not identical to each other. As a consequence, the 

same forest type could have different classification rules in trees that originated from two 

different samples. 

This problem seems to indicate that tree structure may be unstable and that a 

number of alternate trees can be grown from the same data set. This occurs when the 

information about class membership in one attribute is partially duplicated by the 

information given in another attribute. An attribute may appear to be the most important, 

but still contain only slightly more information than the other (Breiman et al. 1984). When 

this is the case, small changes in the initial frequency of the classes and in the sample of 

observations used to grow the tree may sometimes favor one attribute, sometimes another. 

Once one of the splits is chosen, tree development will be different from that node 

downward. 
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This observation indicates that care should be taken in interpreting the results of 

the tree analysis. Although the selected set of attributes to build the simplified tree 

represents a good, but not necessarily unique, choice. Other attributes nearly as important 

as the one selected may be masked by the current selection. The use of CART for 

assessing the importance of attributes in the classification can be improved if instead of 

relying on the graphical representation of the tree, a measure of importance for each 

attribute is calculated. The importance of an attribute can be calculated as the sum over all 

the nodes of the tree of the potential decrease in heterogeneity that could be obtained by 

choosing a split based on this attribute (Breiman et al. 1984). Although the Splus 

implementation of CART implicitly calculates the terms needed to compute this measure 

when finding the best split, they cannot be accessed by the user without reprogramming 

the whole routine. Other multivariate techniques that could be used are stepwise 

discriminant analysis and canonical discriminant analysis (Spies and Franklin 1991). The 

drawback of these techniques is that they assume that the attributes are distributed as 

multivariate normal. In order to satisfy this requirement, special transformations of the 

attributes will be necessary to produce normal or close-to-normal distributions. 
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Conclusions 

The dimensionality of the original data sets was reduced to a set of attributes that 

proved to be useful in discovering the main forest types present in the facet of the 

landscape that was analyzed as an example. These attributes were basal area per species, 

height, and density. The attributes used in the definition of cover types in the model were 

basal area per species, total basal area, and height. The fact that the statistical analysis 

independently detected two of these attributes as important for the classification, is 

encouraging, but by no means conclusive. The example of the new classification criteria 

based on these attributes (Table 5-3), however, differs considerable from the simple 

dominance criterion used in the initial classification. A more comprehensive analysis is 

necessary to select a set of key descriptor attributes with confidence and generate the 

classification criteria, especially in light of the lack of robustness of CART described in the 

last section. 

Large differences in the number of clusters detected for different temporal 

resolutions resulted when all the attributes were considered in the analysis. These 

differences were greatly diminished when the analysis was run with the reduced set of key 

attributes. This change indicates that the large number of clusters detected earlier was in 

part produced by attributes that did not contain relevant information for the classification 

and reduced the performance of the clustering procedure. The smaller differences in the 

number of cluster detected among temporal resolutions with the reduced set of attributes 

can be explained as cover types that are missing or compounded in the lower resolutions 
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as seen in Table 5-5. These results are important in that they make it easier to evaluate the 

information lost or retained when changing temporal resolution. 

The S* criterion for cluster analysis proved to be useful at separating the data in 

meaningful classes. Additionally, it provided a fairly good approximation of the number of 

distinct classes present in a data set. In contrast, another of the multivariate techniques 

used, principal component analysis, was not very effective at reducing the dimensionality 

of the data sets or as an aid to interpretation of the classes. Finally, CART provided 

insight into the structure of the data that was useful to interpret the classes produced by 

the cluster analysis and to reduce the dimensionality of the data sets. 

Certain problems detected while trying to expand the analysis to different facets of 

the landscape. Different classification trees could be grown from two samples of the same 

size for a given data set. The explanation to this unstable behavior is that the information 

about class membership in one set of attributes is partially duplicated by the information 

given in by another set of attributes. Because of this duplication, attributes and rules that 

appear most important in a given tree might change by small variations in the initial 

frequency of the classes and in the sample of observations used to grow the tree. This 

explanation cast doubts on the method used to select a reduced number of attributes to 

grow the tree since the selected subset could easily change. A different subset of attributes 

may also explain most of the variation of the cover types. This part of the analysis could 

be improved by calculating a measure of importance for each variable as discussed by 

Breiman et al. (1984) or by using other statistical techniques such as stepwise discriminant 

analysis and canonical discriminant analysis (Spies and Franklin 1991). 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation contributed to the development of an approach to model forest 

landscape dynamics using transition semi-Markov processes. This development draws 

from the strengths of the two most widely used modeling approaches to forest dynamics, 

transition markovian models and gap-type simulators, in order to produce a synthesis that 

has several advantages for landscape applications. The major contributions of this 

dissertation are the implementation of linkages of the semi-Markov model to a GIS to 

incorporate terrain conditions and for display of the landscape dynamics, the development 

and implementation of a parameterization algorithm and the multivariate statistical 

approach to define cover types. 

A Markov chain describing the transitions of a forest plot among states was used 

to establish the semi-Markov model. Probabilities of transition could be defined from 

known relationships between the cover types, but it was demonstrated here that they can 

be defined from the output of a gap simulator. In addition to the probability transition 

matrix common to both markovian and semi-markovian approaches, a more realistic 

representation of the dynamics of the forest was provided by accounting for the time spent 

in a given state before making a transition, which is important given the different 
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longevities and growth rates of the tree species. The holding time in each transition was 

characterized as a combination of fixed and distributed delays. These distributed delays 

were modeled as an Erlang distribution which has two parameters: a first-order rate and 

the order of the function. Numerical simulation of this distribution was implemented by 

using an equivalence that consists in integrating a set of first order differential equations 

that emulate the distribution. 

In the transition model the landscape was represented as a grid of large cells. A 

landscape cell is itself a grid of gap size cells or plots, as simulated by the gap model. 

grid cell at the scale of the gap model was classified according to the most abundant 

cover type. The state variable of the landscape cell thus becomes the relative frequency of 

the within-grid, gap-plots of various compositional types. The dynamics of the landscape 

was given by the change m the distribution of this frequency through time. Parameters for 

the semi-Markov model are derived from gap model simulations so that, for the cover 

types chosen, the dynamics of the aggregated gap model and the semi-Markov model were 

matched. Because the transition model incorporates only part of the fine-scale detail of the 

gap model, it is able to simulate a larger spatial extent in a computationally efficient way. 

This procedure ensures that the semi-Markov model is consistent, both conceptually and 

parametrically, with the gap model. 

Spatial heterogeneity of the cover types is driven by changes in the transition 

model parameters for different grid-maps of terrain characteristics. The examples 

developed m this dissertation depended on elevation and temperature but inclusions of 

other characteristics such as soil moisture, fertility are possible. These grid-maps are part 
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of a GIS database that describes the environmental conditions of the landscape. A 

program in the GIS converts these grid-maps to the suitable format needed for the 

transition model to run. Another program takes the output files of the transition model, 

one for each state or cover type, and converts them to the raster format needed to be 

incorporated to the GIS database. Once in the GIS database, the results can be displayed 

and analyzed using the standard tools available in the GIS. This linkage with the GIS 

enhances the model's analytical capabilities. 

The states of the transition model can be defined on the basis of species, functional 

roles, vertical structure, or other characteristics. Examples that use functional roles and 

vertical structure were presented in chapter 2. These definitions were expanded further in 

chapter 3 based on a combination of species, serai stages and vertical structure. The 

definition of cover types embodies a compromise between the level of ecological detail 

retained and the capability to describe general patterns and infer general behavior. This 

flexibility in the definition of states is another of the characteristics that makes this 

approach convenient when modeling landscape-scale forest patterns but at the same time 

imposes a considerable conceptual and practical challenge: the adequate capture of model 

structure. 

Conceptually, parameterization from the gap model is the fundamental component 

of the modeling approach developed in this dissertation. Methodologically, it also poses a 

formidable challenge. For applications where the number of different environmental 

conditions is small or can be simplified, it is feasible to parameterize the transition model 

by comparing the results of the simulation of the gap model with initial-guess estimates of 
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the parameters of the transition model and successive refinement by trial and error. This 

procedure is fairly manual and requires many simulation runs to achieve a good result. For 

example, the simple four role model demonstrated in chapter 2 has five states and 10 valid 

transitions. Since for each transition four parameters are needed, a total of forty 

parameters (4 parameters per transition x 10 transitions) had to be estimated. For 

applications with more cover types or a more heterogeneous terrain (such as HJA), the 

manual method becomes cumbersome and a more efficient procedure is required. In 

chapter 4, a parameterization algorithm was designed to achieve this purpose. Although 

the algorithm fell short on providing the best possible fit, it gave good starting estimates 

that reduce considerably the number of simulations required to obtain an optimum fit with 

trial and error approximations. Analysis of the failure of the algorithm to produce 

optimum results showed that the composition of two gap plots labeled with the same 

cover type can be so different that they will undergo distinct transitions. The 

parameterization algorithm will then find two different sets of parameters, both 

suboptimal, to describe a unique transition. 

Throughout the examples presented in chapters 2 and 3, a gap-size plot was 

assigned to one state according to the dominance of one of the cover types. As those 

examples have shown, this classification criterion is useful in many applications. The 

difficulties encountered when trying to develop the parameterization algorithm suggested, 

however, that a different criteria to assign cover types might be necessary to designate 

more accurately each of the gap-size plots. In chapter 5, an attempt was made to produce 

such a criteria based on multivariate statistical analysis of the attributes that are used to 
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describe a plot. A method to derive this criteria for one facet of the landscape was 

presented (Table 5-6). The rules generated with this method (for example, Table 5-5) 

were complex logical expressions of several attributes that differ considerable from the 

simple dominance criterion used in the previous classification. The constraints placed on 

the definition based on this new method when extended to describe the structure of the 

landscape, may be able to remove the difficulties encountered to get an optimum solution 

from the parameterization algorithm. 

However, extension of this method to uncover the structure of cover types 

throughout the landscape was not possible due to the fact that the rules generated were 

very sensitive to the particular sample of observations taken from the landscape and so 

two different samples of the same size could produce two different sets of rules. This 

problem could be fixed by a more careful selection of the attributes considered in the 

analysis, following the method proposed by Breiman (1984) or an approach using 

discriminant analysis such as the one use in the paper by Spies and Franklin (1991). In 

summary, solution of this problem is crucial to understand the structure and distribution of 

cover types in the landscape. Once this issue is resolved, the parameterization algorithm 

developed here may be able to produce the required optimum results and parameterization 

of the model for a wider range of terrain conditions would be possible. A more extensive 

model verification at the stand scale could then follow, by comparing the results of the 

transition model in sites other than the ones used for parameterization to the results of the 

gap model. 
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At this point, the incorporation of natural and human induced disturbances (e.g. 

fire, clearcutting ) in the model model could add an extra level of realism to the 

description of the dynamics of the landscape, specially in cases such as HJA where the 

natural vegetation succession has been extensively modified by a range of different 

management practices. Evaluation at the landscape scale will be the next logical step. 

Model cover types could be translated to forest cover classes in remote sensing maps 

available for the area. The extensive record of HJA on stand vegetation and disturbance 

history could be used to provide initial conditions to the transition model and the 

parameters needed to model the disturbance regime. The results of the transition model 

simulations at 500 years (the maximum stand age for some of the old-growth patches of 

HJA) could then be compared with the remote sensing maps that describe the current 

vegetation of the area. 

Building upon the basis established in this dissertation, the research plan just 

outlined will greatly enhance the analytical and predictive capabilities of the semi-Markov 

modeling approach to describe the dynamics at the landscape scale. This dissertation has 

illustrated the conceptual elegance of the approach and demonstrated its feasibility with 

several examples. Three important methodological questions were addressed: the linkage 

to the model with a GIS, the algorithm for model parameterization and a procedure to 

statistically designate the cover types. 
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